Real time video streaming over wireless network is an increasingly important and attractive service to the mobile users. Video streaming
involves a large amount of data to be transmitted in real time, while wireless channel conditions may vary from time to time. It is hard
to guarantee a reliable transmission over the
wireless network, where the parameters specifying the transmissions are; bandwidth, packet
loss, packet delays, and outage times. The quality of the video is affected negatively when
network packets are lost, and the mobile users
may notice some sudden stop during the video
playing; the picture is momentarily frozen, followed by a jump from one scene to a totally
different one
The main objective of this thesis is to provide
a smooth video playback in the mobile device
over unreliable networks with a satisfactory
video quality. Three different techniques are
proposed to achieve this goal. The first technique will stream duplicate gray scale frames

over multichannels, if there is lost frames in
one channel it can be recovered from another
channel. In the second technique, each video
frame will be split into sub-frames. The splitted
sub-frames will be streamed over multichannels. If there is a missing sub-frame during the
transmission a reconstruction mechanism will
be applied in the mobile device to recreate the
missing sub-frames. In the third technique, we
propose a time interleaving robust streaming
(TIRS) technique to stream the video frames
in different order. The benefit of that is to avoid the losses of a sequence of neighbouring
frames. A missing frame from the streaming
video will be reconstructed based on the surrounding frames.
The mean opinion score (MOS) metric is
used to evaluate the video quality. The experienced quality of a video is subject to the personal opinion, which is the only goal to satisfy
the average human watching the contents of
the video.
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Abstract
Real time video streaming over wireless networks is an increasingly
important and attractive service to the mobile users. Video streaming involves
a large amount of data to be transmitted in real time, while wireless channel
conditions may vary from time to time. It is hard to guarantee a reliable
transmission over the wireless network, where the parameters specifying the
transmissions are; bandwidth, packet loss, packet delays, and outage times.
The quality of the video is affected negatively when network packets are lost,
and the mobile users may notice some sudden stop during the video playing;
the picture is momentarily frozen, followed by a jump from one scene to a
totally different one.
The main objective of this thesis is to provide a smooth video playback in
the mobile device over unreliable networks with a satisfactory video quality.
Three different techniques are proposed to achieve this goal. The first
technique will stream duplicate gray scale frames over multichannels, if there
is lost frames in one channel it can be recovered from another channel. In the
second technique, each video frame will be split into sub-frames. The splitted
sub-frames will be streamed over multichannels. If there is a missing subframe during the transmission a reconstruction mechanism will be applied in
the mobile device to recreate the missing sub-frames. In the third technique,
we propose a Time Interleaving Robust Streaming (TIRS) technique to stream
the video frames in different order. The benefit of that is to avoid the losses
of a sequence of neighbouring frames. A missing frame from the streaming
video will be reconstructed based on the surrounding frames.
The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) metric is used to evaluate the video
quality. The experienced quality of a video is subject to the personal opinion,
which is the only goal to satisfy the average human watching the contents of
the video.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.1

Motivation

Real time video streaming over wireless networks often suffers from
unacceptable delay, jitter and packet loss. Among these, packet loss often has
the largest impact on the quality of the video. Our research goal is to provide a
satisfactory video quality for real time video streaming over unreliable
networks.
To identify the issues in a streaming video system we need to study the
components of the streaming video system. The failure could be in the
streaming server, in the wireless network, or in the mobile devices. The main
focus of this thesis is to study the effects of frame losses during the video
transmission in real time.
Streaming video in real time requires special techniques that can overcome
the losses of packets in the unreliable networks. In this thesis, we propose
several techniques to overcome the network limitations and provide a smooth
video quality to be played on the mobile device even when there are high
frame loss rates.

1.2

Background

1.2.1 Video Coding
Video coding using the H.264 / MPEG-4 standard is achieved by removing
the redundancy or similarities between the neighbouring frames in a video
sequence [1, 2]. There are two kinds of redundancies present in video data:
spatial and temporal sampling [2, 3, 4]. The characteristics of a natural video
scene, as shown in Figure 1, that are relevant for video processing and
compression are spatial characteristics, e.g., texture variation within the scene,
number and shape of objects, colour, and temporal characteristics, e.g., object
motion, changes in illumination, movement of the camera or viewpoint [3].
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Temporal quality refers to the number of frames per second. The motion in
a scene appears smoother if more frames are transmitted and received within
each time interval. Spatial quality can be expressed as the number of pixels in
the video frame, which is the product of its horizontal and vertical resolution
as shown in Figure 2. Both temporal and spatial resolutions are usually
determined before video encoding, preventing any dynamic trade-offs during
the encoding process [5].
The H.264/AVC codec is an attractive candidate for wireless applications
including video streaming [6], due to the available features for achieving
higher compressions efficiency than previous video standards [7]. The
H.264/AVC is widely used in real time video transmission [8].

Figure 1: Still image from a video scene.
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Figure 2: Spatial and temporal sampling of a video sequence.

1.2.2 Video Transmission
Video transmissions over wireless networks are based on two modes,
namely downloading and streaming. In download mode, a user downloads the
entire video file from the video server and then plays the video file. However,
the download mode usually suffers from long and unacceptable transfer time.
For streaming mode, all video content does not need to be downloaded before
viewing. Instead it is being played when there is an available amount of video
frames are being received and decoded by client terminal [9, 10].
Video transmission requires a steady flow of information and delivery of
packets by a deadline. However, wireless radio networks have difficulties to
provide a reliable service [11]. Video transmission over a dynamic channel,
like mobile wireless networks, is much more difficult than over a static
channel since the delay and packet loss are not known in advance [12].
Therefore, the wireless networks need some effort in order to use radio
resources efficiently [13].
3
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The availability of multiple channels for wireless communication provides
an excellent opportunity for performance improvement. The term multiple
channels refers to wireless technology that can use more than one radio
channel, and multiple channels have been advocated as one approach for
enhancing network capacity [14]. The advantages of using of multiple
channels over a single channel are to improve performance of limited
bandwidth and to increase the channel capacity for video transmission [15].
Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) technology is an effective method
to reduce the fading impairments [16] and deliver very high spectral
efficiency for the transmission of information over wireless channels [17, 18].
MIMO can be used to transmit the video content over multiple wireless
channels. In this case, each path may have lower bandwidth, but the total
available bandwidth is higher than the single path.
Multi-path transport can improve the transport reliability by overcoming
the instantaneous congestion problem often encountered in the single-path
case [19]. Transmitting the video through MIMO is based on spatial
multiplexing (SM). SM achieves the increases in throughput with no
requirements for additional spectrum. SM relies on transmitting independent
data streams from each transmit antenna. The data streams can be multiplexed
from the incoming source stream and transmitted through N antennas and are
received by the client terminal via N antennas as well. The data can be sent at
N-times the rate of a standard terminal [20].
Multiple descriptions coding (MDC) is a source coding technique that
generates multiple correlated bitstreams, each of which can be independently
encoded and decoded [14]. Each bitstream, called a description, is transmitted
through the networks and is expected to follow a different path to reach the
destination. The errors that could occur among descriptions are independent
and, hence, the performance of MDC is maximal [21, 22]. Therefore, MDC is
considered as a promising technique to enhance the error resilience of a video
transport system [23] by transmitting the video over multiple independent
channels like MIMO, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Transmitter and receiver structure.

1.2.3 Transmission Protocol
Communication between terminals to transmit a certain amount of data is
based on an agreement and a set of rules. Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) are the most used network
protocols to communicate between terminals. TCP is connection-oriented,
reliable, with flow control, and uses an acknowledgement and retransmission
scheme to guarantee delivery of data. In contrast, UDP provides an unreliable
and connectionless communication service [24, 25].
Most real-time video services employ UDP as a transport protocol [26].
Compared to TCP, UDP does not involve any retransmission mechanism,
which makes it attractive to delay sensitive applications [1, 25, 27]. Further,
UDP does not perform any error recovery. Streaming video over wireless
networks can be unpredictable, and therefore, UDP is considered as a good
candidate for real time video streaming [1, 26].
Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) provides end-to-end delivery services
for data with real-time requirements. Those services include payload type
identification, sequence numbering, timestamp, and delivery monitoring. RTP
does not provide any mechanism to ensure timely delivery or provide other
QoS guarantees, but it will rely on lower-layer services [25].
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Video streaming typically run RTP on the top of UDP [1, 25, 28] to make
use of its multiplexing and checksum services. Both protocols contribute parts
of the transport protocol functionality [25].

1.2.4 Quality of Service
Quality of service (QoS) refers to the ability to provide a satisfactory
service during a communication session [29]. Consistently anticipating and
meeting users’ QoS needs are what distinguishes successful communication
services and product providers from their competition [29]. The main concern
of video QoS is to provide a satisfactory video quality delivered to the mobile
users. Several parameters could affect the quality of video transmission over
wireless networks, e.g.,
•

Compression parameters. The main issues that make video
streaming difficult are the large amount of video frames that needs to
be transmitted over wireless networks. However, video streaming is
compressed in a lossy manner by H.264 codec, leading to smaller
compressed representations of the video data than are available with
lossless data compression. Therefore, compression plays an important
role in video streaming [6, 9, 30, 31]. The nature of the video scene,
like the amount of motion, colour, contrast, frame size, and the
number of frames transmitted per seconds, can also have an impact on
the human perception of the video quality [3, 9, 30, 31].

•

Wireless network parameters. The main issue with video streaming
applications is that it is difficult to achieve guaranteed end-to-end
QoS over the entire streaming process [8]. The current best-effort
network does not offer any QoS guarantees to video transmission over
the networks [9]. Wireless networks performance describes the
requirements that must be guaranteed, such as bandwidth, end-to-end
delay, and jitter. The network services depend on traffic behaviour
and perform according to traffic parameters such as peak data rate or
burst loss [1, 9, 12]. Further, the frame loss due to a high error rate
during the transmission has a disproportionately negative effect on
video quality.
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1.3

Aims, Objectives, and Research Questions

The main objective of this thesis is to improve the user perceived quality
for real time video streaming over unreliable wireless networks. In this
context, the following research questions are addressed.
Primary research question: How can we provide a smooth video playback
with satisfactory video quality to the mobile viewer in the presence of
network packet loss?
All the research papers in this thesis deal with different aspect of this
question. The primary research question been divided into several secondary
research questions.
Research question one: How to provide a smooth playback video in the case
of low bandwidth and high frame loss rates?
The question is discussed in chapter two (paper 1), where the video frames
first will be translated to gray scale to reduce the size of the video and then to
be transmitted as duplicated frames over two channels. In case of any losses to
the video frames in any channel a switching between channels will be applied
to recover the missing frames.
Research question two: How can we improve the user perceived real time
video streaming quality by exploiting space-division techniques on the video
frames?
This question is discussed in chapter three (paper 2), chapter four (paper 3),
and chapter five (paper 4). In paper 2, the frames from the video sequence will
be split into two sub-frames, where one sub-frame contains the even pixels
and another contains the odd pixels, and then are transmitted over two
channels. The missing sub-frame from any channel will be reconstructed from
the received sub-frames.
In paper 3, which is an extension of paper 2, the frames from the video
sequence are split into four sub-frames. Each sub-frame contains one fourth of
the main frame pixels, and each sub-frame are transmitted over different
independent channels. The missing of one, two or three sub-frames will be
reconstructed from the available sub-frames in the mobile device.
In paper 4, which also is an extension of paper 2, a sub-frame crossing
mechanism is considered based on a frame splitting mechanism. Each video
frame is split into two sub-frames, and then each sub-frame is combined with
another sub-frame from a different sequence position and transmitted as a
7
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single frame over a single wireless channel. In case of frame losses, there is
still a possibility that one of the sub-frames will be received by the mobile
device. The missing sub-frame can then be reconstructed. A rate adaptation
mechanism will be also highlight in this work. We show that the server can
skip up to 50% of the sub-frames and we can still be able to reconstruct the
receiving sub-frame and play it on the mobile device.
Research question three: How can we improve the user perceived real time
video streaming quality by exploiting time interleaving techniques on the
video frames?
The question is discussed in chapter six (paper 5). The sequence of the
video frames will be reordered as a group of even followed by odd frames to
eliminate the frozen pictures by avoiding a sequence of neighbouring frames
to be lost and allowed at least two neighbour frames to be present in the
mobile device based on the propose Time Interleaving Robust Streaming
(TIRS) technique.
The TIRS will be applied before the video been encoded and compressed
by the H.264 encoder. The TIRS can be implemented for different
interleaving time to distribute the big loss of frames on different positions in
the streaming sequence and to avoid a sequence of interruption to the
streaming video.

1.4

Research Methodology

The simulation environment used in this thesis to simulate the proposed
techniques is Simulink [32]. Simulink is used according to the available
features that allow us to stream the video in real time. The output test video is
evaluated by using the average subjective quality of a video sequence across a
number of human viewers, known as the Mean Opinion Score (MOS).
International Telecommunication Union Recommendations (ITU-R) for
subjective video quality assessment include specifications for how to perform
many different types of subjective tests. The most commonly used one for
video quality evaluation is the MOS that been recommended by the ITU [33].
MOS is a subjective quality metric obtained from a panel of human observers.
It has been regarded for many years as the most reliable form of quality
measurement technique [34]. MOS is very tedious, expensive, and time
consuming [35]. The subjects provide the perception of quality on a
8
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continuous linear scale which was divided into five equal regions marked with
the MOS-scale adjectives described in Table 1.
The natural way to compare the quality of two video streams is to evaluate
it by using human observers. Typically, an observer examines a set of videos
in a controlled environment and assigns a numerical score to each of the
videos. Each video’s scores are recorded and averaged later as its MOS.

Table 1: Subjective quality rating scales [33].
Rating

MOS

Impairment

5

Excellent

Imperceptible

4

Good

Perceptible, but not annoying

3

Fair

Slightly annoying

2

Poor

Annoying

1

Bad

Very annoying

The experimental study is carried out for different frame losses condition
and for different types of videos, where the chosen videos have different
motion levels. The sample size for each study in this thesis is 30 persons
where the output results will be based on their observation. The experiments
are taken place in the university library and the physical environments are set
according to the ITU-R recommendations, where each person evaluates and
judges the video based on 5-score scale as shown in Table 1. The people who
are involved in the study should not have any professional backgrounds that
are related to video. The observers should concentrate on the differences in
the same video. Each video is played two times to the observer. The first
video is played with the content of the effect of frame losses where some part
of the video is frozen, while the second video is played based on the
development for our proposed techniques. The measurement method is
applied to all the videos played for the same observer. The evaluation form
should be marked by the observer for each time the video been played.
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The open source ffmpeg codec software [36] is used as well in this thesis to
compress the video. The reason of using ffmpeg codec is to study the effect of
the proposed technique on the video size. The compressed video sizes are
used to compare between the original video and to the proposed techniques
video.

1.5

Thesis Contributions

In this thesis, we propose several techniques for streaming video over
unreliable networks. The proposed techniques can adapt to the current
network conditions and requirements, and possibly could help to overcome
the effect of bandwidth variation and outage interruption time on the video
streaming. The main contributions of this work are:
Chapter two: We proposed a mechanism to play the complete video frame
sequence in the mobile device over low bandwidth channels. This is done by
converting the video frames in the server from colour to gray scale. The main
idea of colour conversion is to reduce the video frames size. The second stage
is to create duplicated frames that can be transmitted over two channels in the
cellular network. After the two video streams have been received by the
mobile device, a switching mechanism between the two streams will take
place whenever there is a missing frame from one of the video sequences.
This will help to improve the robustness of the video transport, since a lost
frame in one channel can be recovered from other channel.
Chapter three: A novel frame splitting technique to create two sub-frames
out of each frame, where one sub-frame contains the even pixels and the
another contains the odd pixels. Each sub-frame will be queued in two
different buffers, and will be streamed over two wireless channels. The
second stream will be delayed for 2 seconds after the first stream. The reason
behind that is to minimize the effects to the same sub-frames of any dropping
frames or interruption to the wireless channel under different networks
condition. Streaming the video based on independent transmission on the two
channels will be used in order to achieve such purpose. If there is a missing
sub-frame from any subsequence during the transmission a reconstruction
mechanism will be applied in the mobile device to recreate the missing subframes.
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Chapter four: An extension of the technique in chapter three where each
frame is split into four sub-frames based on a pixel distribution, and each subframe contains one fourth of the main frame pixels. Each sub-frame will
represent its own subsequence, the first subsequence is transmitted without
any delay, and the second subsequence will be delayed for 0.5 second the
third subsequence will be delayed for 1.0 second, while the fourth
subsequence will delayed for 1.5 seconds. The reason for implementing the
subsequence transmission delay is to minimize the effect of any dropping or
corruption to the sub-frames that belong to the same frame over a wireless
channels and under different networks condition.
Chapter five: A technique to split each video frame into two sub-frames.
Each sub-frame will then be combined with another sub-frame from a
different sequence position and transmitted as a single frame over a single
wireless channel. In case of frame losses or frame corruption from the
streaming video, there is still a possibility that one of the sub-frames will be
received by the mobile device. The received sub-frames will be reconstructed
and played on the mobile screen.
Chapter six: A novel interleaved approach is proposed to reorder the video
frames before streamed over wireless networks. The frames will be grouped
as sequences of even frames followed odd frames and then streamed to the
mobile device. Streaming the video frames in different order by using the
proposed Time Interleaving Robust Streaming (TIRS) is to eliminate the
frozen picture by avoiding a sequence of neighbouring frames to be lost and
allowed at least the two surrounding frames to be present in the mobile
device. If there is a missing frame in the mobile device a reconstruction
mechanism is applied.

1.6

Research Validity

The results that are obtained from the system design and the subjective
evaluation are quite encouraging, but there are some limitations that are
needed to be highlighted.
Regarding the simulation study, we design our techniques in the way that
allow us to stream the videos from the server node to the clients node without
considering the communication setup time between the server and the client,
which we assume it constant in all our studies. Further, there are different
types of failures that could occur during the streaming video, e.g., error
11
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transmission and intermediate node failure, which could have different effects
on the streaming video.
During the experimental study, some of the user panels requested to re-play
the videos as the videos length is short, and they feel that, they need to play
the videos again for fair judgments. Miras [37] also highlight that the video
sequence is not long enough to experience different kinds of impairments that
could occur to the videos test sequence.

1.7

Related Work

The use of multichannels through the transport network for streaming has
been proposed to overcome the frame losses and delay problems that afflict
the streaming video and low latency communication. In addition, it has long
been known that multichannels can improve fault tolerance and link recovery
for frame delivery, as well as provide larger aggregate bandwidth, load
balancing, and faster bulk data downloads [38].
Apostolopoulos [38] suggest to use two different channels to transmit even
and odd frames that will be encoded by using Multiple Description Coding
(MDC), he suggests that it can be beneficial to transmit different amounts of
traffic on different channels. It may consist of two separate encoders and
decoders that alternate previous decoded frame it uses to perform the
prediction. If there are no errors or frame losses and both even and odd
streams are received correctly, then both streams are decoded to produce the
full frames sequence for final display. If one stream has an error or frame
losses then the state for that stream is incorrect and there will be error
propagation for that stream. However, the other independently stream can still
be accurately and straightforwardly decoded to produce usable video.
Lin et al. [39], investigate the influence of two important characteristics on
the performance of the diversity level of the space time code and the error
resilient ability of the video coder. For MIMO video system, the selection of
diversity levels and the selection of an error-resilient video coder with
appropriate redundancy are not independent of each other. Where the video
data need to be lossy coded before transmission over three transmitting and
receiving antennas. The distortion caused by the lossy source encoder directly
depends on the availability of the bit rates. Although a space time coder with
full diversity can provide strongest error protection of the source data, it
usually supports a lower bit rate, which means that the video encoder can only
12
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output low-quality pictures. On the other hand, a space time coder with
maximum rate (minimum diversity) allows the highest bit rate for video
coding, but its weak error correction ability may cause devastating effects in
the received video quality. The results show that the appropriate source
coding and channel coding schemes depends on the channel environment.
Hence, to obtain the best overall system performance, the source coding and
channel coding parameters need to be chosen jointly and with regard to the
channel quality.
Tesanovic et al. [40], proposed a new scheme for video transmission for
efficient and robust video streaming video over wireless channels, through a
combination of MIMO and MDC technology. Two complementary MIMO
techniques are used: space time block coding and spatial multiplexing. The
quality of the reconstructed video, already enhanced by the inherent MIMO
systems’ properties, is further improved through the use of MDC. MDC has
evolved and has been adapted to lossy packet networks. With correct design,
MDC can exploit the interactions between descriptions when losses occur in
multichannels wireless communications to reliably recover to the video.
While another researcher like Claypool and Zhu have proposed different
direction for avoiding the effects of channel error and frame losses during the
transmission. Claypool and Zhu [41] present an interleaving algorithm on
MPEG encoded video frames. Interleaving represents a good technique for
wireless networks which spreading the losses over the video stream. The
interleaving to the sequence of frames is been applied before the MPEG
encoder for interleaving distance algorithm for two and five to the video
frames sequence.

1.8

Conclusion

The main contribution of this thesis is to improve the end user perceived
quality to the real time video that is streamed over unreliable networks. The
transmission rate of the channel varies from time to time and deplaned on the
available bandwidth, while the networks are unable to control the amount of
video frames that are transmitted over the wireless channels. The video frames
could be lost, delayed, or could be affected by errors and become unreadable
by the decoder, therefore the video streaming may experience frame losses
that could causes degradation of the quality of video for several seconds, and
the mobile users will notice a set of frozen pictures on their screen.
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Therefore, we proposed several techniques to overcome the effect of the
network interruption on the end video quality, where the techniques are
designed in the way that provides addition delay time to the initial setup time
for the video transmission as a cost of our proposed techniques. The users will
face extra delay time in seconds as they will get a smooth play video in their
mobile devices until if the network lost frame rate is high.
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CHAPTER TWO
Graceful Degradation of Mobile Video
Quality over Wireless Network
Hussein Muzahim Aziz and Lars Lundberg

Abstract
Real-time video transmission over wireless channels has become an
important topic in wireless communication because of the limited bandwidth
of wireless network that should handle high amount of video frames. Video
frames must arrive at the client before the playout time with enough time to
display the contents of the frames. Real-time video transmission is
particularly sensitive to delay as it has a strict bounded end-to-end delay
constraint; video applications impose stringent requirements on
communication parameters, such as frame lost and frame dropped due to
excessive delay are the primary factors affecting the user-perceived quality. In
this study we investigate ways of obtaining a graceful and controlled
degradation of the quality, by introducing redundancy in the frame sequence
and compensating this by limiting colour coding and resolution. The effect of
that is to use double streaming mechanism, in this way we will obtain less
freezing at the expense of limited colours and resolution. Our experiments,
applied to scenarios where users can observe three types of dropping load for
real time video streaming, the analytical measurements tools are used in this
study to evaluate the video quality is the mean opinion score and we will
demonstrate this and argue that the proposed technique improves the use
perceived of the video quality.

Keywords
Streaming video, duplicate frames, multichannel, dropping rate, switching
stream and MOS.
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2.1

Introduction

Mobile wireless network becomes very popular now due to the wide spread
of computer laptops, mobile devices and PDAs. Mobile wireless networks are
expected to support different type of services, such as video services which
make a great demand on the wireless networks bandwidth. Bandwidth is one
of the most critical resources in wireless networks, and thus, the available
bandwidth of wireless networks should be managed in an efficient manner
(Chang & Chen, 2003). The video coding standards are being developed to
satisfy the requirements of applications for various purposes, excellent
video/picture quality, higher coding efficiency, and error robustness (Zhang,
2005).
Song et al (Song et al, 2002) identifies the major difference between mobile
wireless environments and wired one as follows: (i) the available bandwidth
and (ii) the size of screen. They believe that the impact of two compression
parameters may change dependent upon the maximum screen size, and the
available bandwidth. Low bandwidth provided by wireless networks is often
insufficient to support streaming video over a single channel; multiple
channels can be used to provide a logical channel with a sufficient (or nearly
sufficient) bandwidth (Xu & Hemami, 2002). Video communication over a
dynamic environment, like a mobile wireless network is much more difficult
than over a static channel, since the bandwidth, delay, and packet loss are not
known in advance and are unbounded (Vassiliou et al, 2006).
Video applications involve real-time streams of information that need to be
transported in a dynamic and high-performance way. The goal of this paper is
to come up with a mechanism to play the complete video frame sequence in
the mobile station over error prone channels, this can be done by transferring
the video frames in the server from colour to gray scale, the main idea of
colure transfer is to reduce the video frames size while the second stage is to
create a duplicated frames that can be transmitted over multiple channels in
the cellular network. After the two video streams have been received by the
mobile client, the switching mechanism between the two streams will take
place whenever there is a missing frame from the video sequence. This will
improve the robustness of the video transport, since a lost frame in one
channel can be recovered from other channel. To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first study on playing the complete video frame sequence till if
there is a frame lost at any stream.
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2.2

Background and Related Work

Streaming video is the classical technique for achieving real time video
directly over the network without downloading the entire file before playing
the video (Bai & Williamson, 2004), (Xiaozhen et al, 2005) and (Zhu et al,
2003). Streaming video requires high reliability with a low bounded jitter (i.e.
variation of delays) and reasonably high transmission rate (Hsu et al, 1999).
Video streaming requires a steady flow of information and delivery of frames
by a deadline; wireless radio networks have difficulties to provide such
reliably services (Zhu & Girod, 2007). The availability of multiple channels
for wireless communication provides an excellent opportunity for
performance improvement. The term multichannel refers to wireless
technology that can use more than one radio channel. The use of multiple
wireless channels has been advocated as one approach for enhancing network
capacity. Some wireless devices achieve this property using multi-radio
systems, with each interface communicating on a different physical channel.
Other devices have just a single radio transceiver, which is tuneable to any of
the available channel (Cao & Williamson, 2006). The use of multiple paths
through the transport network for streaming has been proposed to help
overcome the loss and delay problems that afflict streaming media and low
latency communication. In addition, it has long been known that multiple
paths can improve fault tolerance and link recovery for data delivery, as well
as provide larger aggregate bandwidth, load balancing, and faster bulk data
downloads (Apostolopoulos, 2001). Zhou et al (Zhou et al, 2003), present a
transmission scheme to improve MPEG-4 streaming using multipath. The
MPEG stream is divided into a base and enhancement layer. The base layer is
duplicated over the paths available to provide robustness for transmission of
important frames. The enhancement layer content is then separated into
multiple descriptions and sent over the multiple paths leading to incremental
increase in the video quality with reception of more and more enhancement
packets. While Apostolopoulos (Apostolopoulos, 2001) use two different
paths to send even and odd frames encoded using Multiple Description
Coding (MDC), he suggests that it can be beneficial to send different amounts
of traffic on different paths. Most of the schemes discussed above are verified
for two paths. With two paths all the above algorithms provide performance
improvements over the single path but none of them manage to deliver the
complete video frame sequence to the mobile station as been transmitted by
the server.
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2.3

Streaming Video over Two Channels

Mobile video streaming is characterized by low resolutions and low bit
rates. The bit rates are limited by the capacity of UMTS (Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System) radio bearer and restricted processing power of
mobile terminals. The commonly used resolutions are Quarter Common
Intermediate Format (QCIF, 176×144 pixels) for cell phones (Ries et al,
2007). Wireless network have a limited bandwidth which have not been able
to handle the continues of the video frame sequence and also with the high
possibility that the video frame could be timed out while they are waiting in
the buffer, which all of what we described above could affect the video
quality for the mobile viewer. Shenoy and Vin (Shenoy & Vin, 1995),
suggested that the video server can partition each video stream into two substreams (a low-resolution and a residual component stream) in order to
support interactivity. During the interactive mode, only the low-resolution
stream is transmitted to the client, this can reduces the amount of data that
needs to be retrieved and sent to the client’s mobile. While, multichannel is
been proposed recently in mobile cellular network by many researcher like
(Zheng et al, 2005) and (Chereddi &Vaidya, 2006), when multichannel
provides information to clients via multiple channels.
During the busy traffic, the mobile station request from the server to
establish the connection to stream the video, the corresponding video streams
are obtained by encoding the original uncompressed video frame from colure
to gray scale; this will reduce the frame size by 34%. In the mean time a
duplicated video frame will be generated by the server and will be queued in
two different buffers and it will be ready to stream the video in two wireless
channels but the second stream will be delayed by 2 seconds after the first
stream as in Figure 1, the reason behind that is to avoid dropping the same
frames from each stream, while some frames are timed out under different
network load condition.
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Figure 1: Streaming duplicate frames over two wireless channels.

When the mobile client establish the connection with video server, the
client will start receiving the stream of video and it will be held in the jitter
buffer until the available amount of frames have been received to start
playing, this is for the normal case when there is one channel handling a
single stream, while according to our proposed system after the first stream
has been received by the mobile device it will be delayed for 2 seconds until
the mobile station start receiving the second stream of video frames. After
both streams received the right amount of frames to be played, the mobile’s
user will start viewing the video frame sequence from any healthy stream.
In case, frames are dropped in one stream, the switching mechanism will be
applied between the two streams at the time when the dropping occurs.
Switching between streams are used to make sure that the mobile screen will
display the complete video frame sequences in case there is a missing frame
from any stream channel has been shown in Figure 2. If the same frame is lost
in both streams, then we cannot handle this and there will be some freezing in
the video.
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Figure 2: Receiving duplicate streams of video in the same mobile device.
The simulation environments used for this study is Simulink
(www.mathworks.com). Three different dropping rates for the same network
traffic have been run for the proposed work, to observe the switching
mechanism. Under the light traffic where the frame dropped rate is between 34%. While for the medium traffic load the dropped frame rate is between 67% and for the high traffic load the dropped frame rate is between 8-9%. The
sequence of video frames which are received by the mobile buffer could not
contains the same sequences of frames as some of them could be dropped
during the transmission and also the first stream of video need to wait for 2
seconds until the next stream arrived. Two buffers have been introduced in
this work to handle the arriving frame sequence in each stream, and also to
hold the stream which is not been played until the switching between streams
has taken place.

2.4

Subjective Viewing Test

2.4.1 Testing Materials and Environments
The video test sequences used in this work were the samples of video
sequences Akiyo, Foreman and News, the video sequences were chosen
because of their deferent characteristics. the number of frames are coded for
each video are 25 frames/second with a resolution of 176 x 144, while the
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transmission rate are 30 frames/second and the number of frames are
transmitted are 1800 frames. A 17 FlexScan S2201W LCD computer display
monitor of type EIZO with a native resolution of 1680 x 1050 pixels, while
the video sequences for the original and our proposed scenario are displayed
with resolution of 176 x 144 pixels in the center of the screen with black
background with a duration of 60 seconds for each video sequence.

2.4.2 Testing Methods
According to the guidelines outlined in recommendation BT.500-11 of the
radio communication sector of the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU-R) (International Telecommunication Union, 2002), a subjective
experiment was conducted for two groups of viewer’s. Both experiments have
been conducted at Blekinge Institute of Technology in Sweden. Two different
groups observe two different scenarios, the first group, observed the first
scenario where the evaluation done for normal video transmission over
wireless networks with the original video colure display and for three
different load effect, while the second group, observed our proposed scenario
(the second scenario). Thirty non-expert test subjects, 28 males and 2 females,
participated in each group. They were all university staff and students and
their ages range of 20 to 41 of age.
The score grades in this methods range from 0 to 100 which is mapped to
the quality ratings were made on the 5-grade discrete category scale labelled
with Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor and Bad. We conducted a physical
experiment in a Lab, with controlled lighting and set-up conforming to the
ITU-R recommendation. The amount of data gathered from the two subjective
experiments groups with respect to the opinion scores that were given by the
individual viewers. A concise representation of this data can be achieved by
calculating conventional statistics such as the mean score and confidence
interval, of the related distribution of scores. The statistical analysis of the
data from the subjective experiments reflects the fact that perceived quality is
a subjective measure and hence may be described statistically. The mean
opinion score (MOS), obtained as the arithmetic mean of the scores, is used as
the degradation assessment result as (1)
1

N

u

(1)
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Where
denotes the opinion score given by
viewer and N is the number
of viewers. The confidence interval associated with the MOS of each
examined video is given by
,

(2)

Its note that the deviation term in (2) can be derived from the standard
deviation and the number N of viewers and given for 95% confidence
interval according to ITU-R recommendation

1.96

(3)
√

Where the standard deviation

, is define as square root of the variance
(4)

μ u
N 1

2.4.3 Testing Results and Discussions
It is well known that peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) does not always
rank quality of an image or video sequence in the same way that a human
being. There are many other factors considered by the human visual system
and the brain (Martinez-Rach et al, 2007). The mean opinion score (MOS)
measurements are used to evaluate the video quality. Quality of video is
subject of the personal opinion; this means that the quality of service
improvements for video transmission has the only goal to satisfy the average
human watching the contents of the video. The MOS is usually obtained
through human evaluation tests; two groups of 30 students/lecturers are
conduct for these measurements. Figure 3, shows the comparison test for
video content (VC) and for different dropping rate percentage, where the
center and span of each horizontal bar indicate the mean score and the 95%
confidence interval, respectively.
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a. Light dropped rate.
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b. Medium dropped rate.

c. High dropped rate.
Figure 3: The MOS for different video contents via different dropping rate.
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For the first scenario with different dropping rate, its shows that, the MOS
lower than 4 corresponding to the ‘bad’, ’poor’, ’fair’, and ‘good’ ranks of the
five-level quality scale whereas for the second scenario with different load,
the MOS larger than 3, corresponding to the ‘good’ and ‘excellent’ ranks. It
can be observed that the material present to the viewers resulted in a wide
range of perceptual quality ratings indeed for both experiments. After we
analysis their score we feel that our propose scenario (2nd scenario) could be
a perfect technique to make sure that the all video frame sequence played
smoothly and without any freezing during the transmission.

2.5

Conclusion

Real-time video streaming is particularly sensitive to delay, frame loss and
frames dropped due to excessive delay are the primary factors that have a
negative effect on the received video quality over wireless network. Every
video frame must arrive at the client before its playout time, with enough time
to decode and display the contents of the frame. If the video frame does not
arrive on time, the playout process will pause and the frame is effectively lost.
Our proposed technique is to run the complete frame sequence in the mobile
device, this can been done by streaming the same gray video two times and
transmitted over two wireless channels and can be received by two buffers in
the same mobile device.
A switching mechanism is highly needed for video transmission over
multichannel in the mobile device and for two reasons: (1) to prevent video
frames from missing deadline, (2) dropping or corrupted frames in the
transmission channels, this can be done by switching between video streaming
channels and it will provide the right sequence of the frame to be played in the
mobile devices. Through the simulation study with human opinion it showed
that there is a significant performance improvement for video quality under
different drooping load over wireless network, we conclude that our proposed
technique is useful to provide a smooth video to the mobile viewer. This
particularly true for mobile network with poor capacity and high dropping
rates.
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CHAPTER THREE
Eliminating the Freezing Frames for the
Mobile User over Unreliable Wireless
Networks
Hussein Muzahim Aziz, Håkan Grahn, and Lars Lundberg

Abstract
The main challenge of real time video streaming over a wireless network is
to provide good quality service (QoS) to the mobile viewer. However,
wireless networks have a limited bandwidth that may not be able to handle the
continues video frame sequence and also with the possibility that video
frames could be dropped or corrupted during the transmission. This could
severely affect the video quality. In this study we come up with a mechanism
to eliminate the frozen video and provide a quality satisfactory for the mobile
viewer. This can be done by splitting the video frames to sub-frame and
transmitted over multiple channels. We will present a subjective test, the
Mean Opinion Score (MOS). MOS is used to evaluate our scenarios where the
users can observe three levels of frame losses for real time video streaming.
The results for our technique significantly improves the indicate perceived
that video quality.

Keywords
Streaming video, mobile device, frame splitting, multichannel, dropping rate,
and MOS.
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3.1

Introduction

Real time video communication over wireless networks faces several
challenges such as high error rate, bandwidth variations and limitation, and
capability constraints on the handhold devices. Among these, the unreliable
and error nature of the wireless channel is the major challenge to stream video
over wireless channels [6].
In the case of bad signals ratio, and with high error rates, in the mobile
network, the quality of the transmitted video will be affected negatively and
the viewer perceives a frozen frame for a certain duration followed by a more
or less abrupt change in the picture content due to frame dropping [13, and
12]. It’s very hard to guarantee the transmission for all the video frames over
single channels, thus, multi channels are proposed by several researchers to
increase connection reliability [4] and to enhance the network capacity [5].
Our proposed technique is to overcome the freezing frames in the mobile
device and provides a smooth video playing over wireless network. This is
done by splitting each frame into two sub-frames containing half of the
picture into each. Then the two sub-frames are streamed through two wireless
channels. If there is a missing sub-frame from any stream a reconstruction
mechanism will take place in the mobile device at its full frame shape. Our
subjective test shows that the proposed techniques could be useful to provide
a satisfactory quality to the mobile viewer.

3.2

Background and Related Work

Streaming technology delivers media over a network from the server to the
client in real time. Streaming video is the classical technique for achieving
smooth playback of video directly over the network without downloading the
entire file before playing the video [7, 17, and 19]. Streaming video requires
high reliability with a low bounded jitter (i.e. variation of delays) and
reasonably high transmission rate [8]. Video streaming requires a steady flow
of information and delivery of frames by a deadline; wireless radio networks
have difficulties to provide such reliably service [20].
The availability of multiple channels for wireless communication provides
an opportunity for performance improvement of video application. The term
multichannel refers to wireless technology that can use more than one radio
channel.
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The use of multiple wireless channels has been advocated as one approach
for enhancing network capacity. Some wireless devices achieve this property
using multi-radio systems, with each interface communicating on a different
physical channel. Other devices have just a single radio transceiver, which is
tune able to any of the available channels [3]. The use of multiple paths
through the transport network for streaming has been proposed to help
overcome the loss and delay problems that afflict streaming media and low
latency communication. In addition, it has long been known that multiple
paths can improve fault tolerance and link recovery for data delivery, as well
as provide larger aggregate bandwidth, load balancing, and faster bulk data
downloads [1].
Shenoy and Vin [15], suggested that the video server can partition each
video stream into two sub-streams (a low-resolution and a residual component
stream) in order to support interactivity. During the interactive mode, only the
low-resolution stream is transmitted to the client, this can reduces the amount
of data that needs to be retrieved and sent to the client’s mobile.
Apostolopoulos [1] uses two different paths to send even and odd frames
encoded using Multiple Description Coding (MDC). He also suggests that it
can be beneficial to send different amounts of traffic on different paths.
Aziz and Lundberg [2], come up with a mechanism to play the complete
video frame sequence in the mobile station over error prone channels to
eliminate the video freezing. This can be done by transferring the video
frames in gray scale, while the second stage is to create duplicated frames that
can be transmitted over two channels in the cellular network. After the two
video streams have been received by the mobile client, there is a possibility
that frames could be missing or corrupted in any stream, to overcome the
missing frame or unreadable frame a switching between video streaming
channels will take place to make sure that the video player in the mobile
device will play the complete video frame sequence, but the main limitation
for their work is that the video is played in gray scale and the overhead are
increased to double because of the duplicate frames are transmitted over two
channels.
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3.3

The Proposed Technique

Mobile video streaming is characterized by low resolutions and low bit
rates. The bit rates are limited by the capacity of UMTS radio bearer and
restricted processing power of mobile terminals; the commonly used
resolutions are Quarter Common Intermediate Format (QCIF, 176×144
pixels) for cell phones [14].
Mobile real time application like video streaming suffers from high loss
rates over the wireless network [11], and the effect of that on the mobile users
may notice some sudden stop during the playing video, the picture
momentarily frozen, followed by a jump from one scene to a totally different
one.
The use of multiple channels over a single channel is to overcome the
problems of limited bandwidth, and to increase the channel capacity for
streaming videos [5]. Multichannel has been proposed recently in mobile
cellular network by many researcher like [5, and 18], where multichannel
provides information to clients via multiple channels.
Our proposed technique is to avoid the freezing picture in the mobile
device. The mobile user requests a connection and starts to stream the video.
Each frame in the video sequence will be split into two sub-frames. The
authors identify three ways for splitting the frames, the first one is based on
rows wised splitting, while the second is based on columns wised splitting and
the third is pixels splitting, where each sub-frame contains the odd and the
even information based on the above. In this study, we will use pixel splitting
frames, to creates two sub-frames out of each frame where one sub-frame
contains the even pixels and the another contains the odd pixels as shown in
Figure 1, and each sub-frame will be queued in different buffers and it will be
ready to stream the sub-frames over two wireless channels but the second
stream will be delay for 2 seconds after the first stream as in Figure 2. The
reason behind that is to minimize the effects of any dropping frames or
interruption to the wireless channel under different network condition to the
same sub-frames. Streaming the video based on independent transmission on
the two channels will be used in order to achieve such purpose, where the
′
′
frame sequence
, ′ ,… ′
will transmitted over the first
′′
′′
′′
′′
stream, while,
,
,…
, will transmitted over the second
stream.
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Figure 1: Frame split.

Figure 2: Streaming split sub - frames over two wireless channels.

Figure 3: Receiving sub-frames streams of video in the mobile device.

Figure 4: Reconstruct frame.
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The mobile station will start receiving the video stream and it will be held
in the jitter buffer until the available amounts of frames have been received to
start playing. This is for the normal case when there is single channel handling
a single stream. According to our proposed system after the first stream has
been received by the mobile device it will be hold in the buffer and it will
delayed for 2 seconds until the mobile device starts receiving the second
stream of video and it will be hold in the other buffer as shown in Figure 3.
After both buffers received the right amount of sub-frames the combination of
the both stream will take place, as
′′

,

′

,

′′

,

′

,

′′

,

′

,…..,

′′

,

′

.

After the both sub-frame are combined, a checking procedure will used to
check the availability of the sub–frames, as an example, the first Check Frame
Sequence (CFS), will check whether the both sub- frames that are related to
the same frame are available or not. If both of them are available then join
mechanism will applied to return the frame to its original. In case when there
is a network interruption, where the sub-frames are corrupted and will be
unreadable by the decoder or the sub-frames are dropped. The second CFS
will check if there is at least one sub-frame are available or not, if it’s not
available then we considered that the frame is dropped from the frame
sequence. If there is at least on sub-frame are available, the reconstruction of
the sub-frame will take place in the mobile device by taken the average of the
neighbouring pixel to replace the missing pixel (this is the reason why we
chose pixels splitting), to get fully frame shape, as shown in Figure 4.

3.4

Subjective Viewing Test

3.4.1 Testing Materials and Environments
The video test sequences used in this work were the samples of video
sequences Akiyo, Foreman, News, and Waterfalls. The video sequences were
chosen because of their deferent characteristics. Each video are coded as 25
frames/second with a resolution of 176 x 144, the transmission rate are 30
frames/second, and the number of frames are transmitted are 1800 frames.
The video sequences are shown on 17 FlexScan S2201W LCD computer
display monitor of type EIZO with a native resolution of 1680 x 1050 pixels.
The video sequences for the original and our proposed scenario are displayed
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with resolution of 176 x 144 pixels in the centre of the screen with black
background with duration of 60 seconds for each video sequence.
The Simulink [16], is used to simulate the proposed technique and for three
different dropping rates for the same network traffic condition. Under the light
traffic and the dropped rate is between 3-4%, for the medium traffic load the
dropped frame rate is between 6-7%, and for the high traffic load the dropped
frame rate is between 8-9%.

3.4.2 Testing Methods
Following the guidelines outlined in BT.500-11 recommendation of the
radio communication sector of the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU-R) [9], a subjective experiment has been conducted at Blekinge Institute
of Technology in Sweden. Where the user observed two scenarios, the first
scenario, when the observer evaluate the normal video transmission over
wireless networks with the effect of three different load, and the second
scenario, our proposed scenario.
The participated of thirty non-expert viewer in the test subjects were 26
males and 4 females. They were all university staff and students, and their
ages range of 20 to 33 of age.
It is well known that peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) does not always
rank quality of an image or video sequence in the same way that a human
being. There are many other factors considered by the human visual system
and the brain [10]. The mean opinion score (MOS) measurements are used to
evaluate the video quality.
Staff and students evaluated the video quality after each sequence using a
five grade MOS scale (1-bad, 2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent) in a
prepared form.
The amount of data gathered from the subjective experiments with respect
to the opinion scores that were given by the individual viewers. A concise
representation of this data can be achieved by calculating conventional
statistics such as the mean score and confidence interval, of the related
distribution of scores [9].
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3.5

Experiment Test

The quality of video is subjected to the personal opinion; this means that
the quality of service improvements for video transmission has the only goal
to satisfy the average human watching the contents of the video. The MOS is
obtained through human evaluation tests, where 30 of staff and students are
observed the two scenarios. In figure 5, shows the comparison test for the
video content (VC) and for different dropping rate percentage, where the
centre and span of each horizontal bar indicate the mean score and the 95%
confidence interval, respectively.
For the normal scenario it can been shown clearly that the observer manage
to identify the dropping frames and the frozen picture, where the MOS is
lower than 4 corresponding to the five –level quality scale ranks for the light
dropping rate and lower than 3 for the medium and the high dropping rate,
due to the higher percentage of the dropping frames, which the viewer easily
notice the frozen picture.

a. Light dropped rate.
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b. Medium dropped rate.

c. High dropped rate.
Figure 5: The MOS for different video contents with different dropping rate.
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While for our proposed scenario, the MOS is larger than 3, corresponding
to the quality scale ranks and for the three dropping rates. It can be observed
that the video present to the viewers resulted in a wide range of perceptual
quality ratings indeed for both experiments.
After we analysis their score we feel that our proposed scenario could be a
satisfactory technique to eliminate the freezing frames when streaming videos
over unreliable network.

3.6

Conclusion

Transmitting a real time video stream over a single channel cannot
guarantee that all the frames could be received by the mobile devices. The
characteristics of a wireless network in terms of the available bandwidth,
frame delay and frame losses cannot be known in advanced. Using multiple
channels instead of a single channel is to overcome the problems of limited
bandwidth and fading and to increase the channel capacity for streaming
videos.
In this work we proposed a frame splitting and streaming technique over
two channels under different loads to estimate the effects on a video frame
sequence. Our analysis is based on the human opinion and it showed that there
is a significant performance improvement for video smoothness under
different dropping load over wireless network as compared to traditional
techniques. We conclude that our proposed technique appears to provide a
promising direction for eliminating the freezing picture for real time
transmission under high loss rate and low network capacity channels.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Streaming Video as Space – Divided SubFrames over Wireless Networks
Hussein Muzahim Aziz, Markus Fiedler, Håkan Grahn, and
Lars Lundberg

Abstract
Real time video streaming suffers from lost, delayed, and corrupted frames
due to the transmission over error prone channels. As an effect of that, the
user may notice a frozen picture in their screen. In this work, we propose a
technique to eliminate the frozen video and provide a satisfactory quality to
the mobile viewer by splitting the video frames into sub-frames. The multiple
descriptions coding (MDC) is used to generate multiple bitstreams based on
frame splitting and transmitted over multichannels. We evaluate our approach
by using mean opinion score (MOS) measurements. MOS is used to evaluate
our scenarios where the users observe three levels of frame losses for real
time video streaming. The results show that our technique significantly
improves the video smoothness on the mobile device in the presence of frame
losses during the transmission.

Keywords
Streaming video, mobile device, frame splitting, MIMO, dropping rate, and
MOS.
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4.1

Introduction

Videos are no longer limited to television or personal computers due to the
technological progress in the last decades. Nowadays, many different devices
such as laptop computers, PDAs, notebooks and mobile phones support the
playback of streaming videos [1].
Streaming video is a technique for smooth playback of video directly over a
network without downloading the entire file before playing the video [2, 3,
and 4]. Streaming video requires high reliability with a low bounded jitter (i.e.
variation of delays) and a reasonably high transmission rate [5]. However,
wireless network transmission introduces errors in forms of packet delay,
packet inter-arrival time variations, and packet loss, which can a have major
impact on the end user experience. This is particularly true in a cellular
network environment where the channel condition can vary dramatically [6]
and is difficult to estimate [7].
The multiple descriptions coding (MDC) is a source coding method that
can generate multiple encoded bitstreams that are equally important and
independent. MDC transmits the original video content via different parallel
channels. The MDC of a source consists of generating a number of bitstreams
(2 or more) that, together, carry the input frames [8, 9, and 10]. The objective
of MDC is that if all bitstreams have been received correctly, a high signal
quality can be reconstructed, whereas, if some bitstreams have been lost, a
low-quality, but acceptable signal quality can still be reconstructed from the
received description [11].
Multiple antennae systems with multiple transmitters and multiple
receivers, called multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) architectures,
have been shown to be an effective way to transmit high data rates over
wireless channels [12]. MIMO can be used to transmit the video content over
multiple wireless channels. In this case, each path may have lower bandwidth,
but the total available bandwidths are higher than the single channel. Multichannel transport can also improve the transport reliability by overcoming the
instantaneous congestion problem often encountered in the single-path case
[8].
In this paper, we propose a technique to overcome the freezing frame
problem in the mobile device and provide a smooth video playback over a
wireless network. This is done by streaming the video frames as sub-frames
over MIMO architecture, by using the MDC technique and the H.264/AVC
codec. If there is a missing sub-frame from any subsequence during the
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transmission a reconstruction mechanism will be applied in the mobile device
to recreate the missing sub-frames and return it to its full frame shape. Our
subjective test shows that the proposed technique could be useful to provide
smooth playback of the video with a satisfactory quality to the mobile viewer.

4.2

Background and Related Work

Video network traffic is expected to be one of the most important traffic
types that need to be supported by high data rates. Video traffic is very hard to
manage because it has strict delay and loss requirements.
The hierarchical structure of MPEG streams with possible error
propagation through the MPEG frame makes it difficult to send MPEG
streams [13]. Some of the received data may become useless to the decoder as
insufficient MPEG frame data are available for decoding the MPEG frame
when an MPEG frame is dropped [14]. The availability of multiple channels
for wireless communication provides an excellent opportunity for
performance improvement. The term multichannel refers to wireless
technology that can use more than one radio channel. The use of multiple
wireless channels has been advocated as one approach for enhancing network
capacity.
Apostolopoulos [15], proposed a multiple state video coding, which is
designed to combat the error propagation problem that afflicts motioncompensated prediction based coders when there are losses. His approach
uses two different paths to send even and odd frames encoded by using MDC.
He suggests that it can be beneficial to send different amounts of traffic on
different paths. If one stream is lost the other stream can still be decoded to
produce usable video. Furthermore, the correctly received streams provide
bidirectional (previous and future) information that enables improved state
recovery for the corrupted stream.
Zheng et al. [12] proposed a scheme that integrates MDC, hybrid spacetime coding structure for robust video transmission over MIMO-OFDM
system. The MDC will generate multiple bitstreams of equal importance
which are very suitable for multiple-antennas system. They considered a
MIMO system with 4 transmitters and 4 receiver antennas for robust video
transmission, thus transmitting signals for different subcarriers simultaneously
over all transmit antennas. Data partition is used to divide the encoder signal
bitstream into two components.
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In this scheme, each description is further divided into two partitions:
motion vectors and Group of Picture (GOP) header information, and texture
information. By transmitting the most critical information using a MIMO
diversity scheme, the average reconstructed quality at the receiver will not
significantly degrade.
In our previous work [16], we proposed a mechanism to split the video
frame into two sub-frames and streaming it over two channels by using
Simulink. In this paper our approach is to split the video frame into four subframes based on the use of MDC with a compatible H.264/AVC codec [17]
and transmitted over 4x4 MIMO architecture.

4.3

The Proposed Technique

Mobile real time applications like video streaming suffer from high loss
rates over wireless networks [10]. The result is that the users may notice a
sudden stop during the video playing. The picture is momentarily frozen,
followed by a jump from one scene to a totally different one.
Our proposed technique is to split each video frame to four sub-frames
based on a pixel distribution according to Figure 1 and 2, respectively, where
each sub-frame contains one fourth of the main frame pixels. The four subframes will be encoded by MDC using a H.264/AVC codec. The encoded
sub-frames will be transmitted over a MIMO architecture.
4.3.1 Encoding the Sub-Frames
The input video frames are split into four sub-frames, where each subframe will represent its own subsequence. The first subsequence is transmitted
without any delay, the second subsequence will be delayed for 0.5 seconds;
the third subsequence will be delayed for 1.0 seconds, while the fourth
subsequence will delayed for 1.5 seconds as shown in Figure 3. The reason
for implementing the subsequence transmission delay is to minimize the effect
of any dropping or corruption to the sub-frames that belong to the same frame
over a wireless channels and under different network condition.
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Figure 1: Frame splitting.
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Figure 2: Snapshot of Akiyo frame splitting.
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Figure 3: Streaming the sub-frames over multichannels.

4.3.2 Decoding the Sub-Frames
In the normal case, when the streaming video is transmitted over a single
channel, the mobile device will start receiving the video frames and it will be
held in the buffers until the right number of frames has arrived to start playing
the video.
In our proposed technique, after the first subsequence has been received by
the mobile device it will be held in the buffer and it will be delayed for
1.5 seconds, while the second subsequence will be held in another buffer and
it will be delayed for 1.0 seconds. The third subsequence will be held in a
third buffer and it will be delayed for 0.5 seconds. After the fourth
subsequence has been received, the check frame sequence (CFS) procedures
will take place, to check the availability of the sub–frames after grouping the
sub-frames that are related to the same original frame, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Receiving the sub-frames of the video in the mobile device.
The CFS and the reconstruction mechanism are used to identify the missing
sub-frames and build the frame to its normal shape. This is done according to
the following checking procedures:
• The first CFS will check whether all the sub-frames that are related to the
same original frame are available. If the four related sub-frames are available
then a joining mechanism will be applied to return the frame to its original
shape.
• The second CFS will check if there are at least 3 sub-frames are available
as shown in Figure 5. If one sub-frame is missing then the average of the
neighbouring pixels will be calculated to replace the missing frame pixels and
return the full frame to its normal shape.
• The third CFS will check if there are at least 2 sub-frames available as
shown in Figure 6. If two sub-frames are missing then the average of the
neighbouring pixel will be calculated to replace the missing sub-frame pixels
and return the full frame to its normal shape.
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• The fourth CFS will check if there is at least 1 sub-frame is available as
shown in Figure 1. If three sub-frames are missing then the average of the
neighbouring pixel will be calculated twice, the first time to find the half of
the frame as shown in Figure 6 and the second time to return the full frame to
its normal shape.

Figure 5: The possibility of missing one sub-frame.
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Figure 6: The possibility of missing two sub-frames.

4.4

Subjective Viewing Test

4.4.1 Testing Methods
It is well known that peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) does not always
rank quality of an image or video sequence in the same way as a human being.
There are many other factors considered by the human visual system and the
brain [18]. One of the most reliable ways of assessing the quality of a video is
subjective evaluation using the mean opinion score (MOS). MOS is a
subjective quality metric obtained from a panel of human observers. It has
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been regarded for many years as the most reliable form of quality
measurement technique [19].
The MOS measurements that are used to evaluate the video quality in this
study follow the guidelines outlined in the BT.500-11 recommendation of the
radio communication sector of the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU-R). The physical Lab, with controlled lighting and set-up, conforms to
the ITU-R recommendation. The score grades in this method range from 0 to
100 which is mapped to the quality ratings on the 5-grade discrete category
scale labeled with Excellent (5), Good (4), Fair (3), Poor (2) and Bad (1) [20].
The data gathered from the subjective experiments reflect the opinion
scores that were given by the individual viewers. A concise representation of
this data can be achieved by calculating conventional statistics, such as the
mean score and confidence interval, of the related distribution of scores. The
statistical analysis of the data from the subjective experiments reflects the fact
that perceived quality is a subjective measure and hence will be described
statistically according to the ITU-R guidelines [20].
4.4.2 Testing Materials and Environments
The simulation study for the proposed technique is based on the
combination of the MDC/MIMO transmission schemes, using the H.264
ffmpeg codec [17] for the video test sequences Akiyo, Foreman, News, and
Waterfall [21]. The video sequences were chosen because of their
characteristics. Each video is encoded as 25 frames/second with a resolution
of 176 x 144, the transmission rate is 30 frames/second, and the total number
of frames transmitted is 1800.
We evaluate our system using different drop rates, i.e., the fraction of the
transmitted frames that are lost during the transmission. Under light traffic the
drop rate is 3%, and the length duration for the frame loss is 20 frames. For
medium traffic load the drop rate is 6%, and the length duration for the frame
loss is 40 frames. While for high traffic load the drop rate is 9%, and the
length duration for the frame loss is 60 frames.
The video sequences are shown on a 17 inch EIZO FlexScan S2201W LCD
computer display monitor with a native resolution of 1680 x 1050 pixels. The
video sequences for the frozen and our proposed scenarios are displayed with
resolution of 176 x 144 pixels in the centre of the screen with a black
background with a duration of 60 seconds for each video sequence.
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4.5

Experiment Results

The experienced quality of video is subject to the personal opinion; where
the quality of service (QoS) improvements for video transmission has the only
goal to satisfy an average human watching the contents of the video stream.
The subjective evaluation was conducted at Blekinge Institute of
Technology in Sweden. We used thirty non-expert test subjects, 27 males and
3 females. They were all university staff and students and with an age range
of 22 to 33. The MOS is obtained through human evaluation tests, using three
different scenarios with three different frame drop rates:
• The first scenario, the observers evaluate the video stream over a single
wireless channel using the frozen picture technique to stream the video and
based on the three frame dropping rates.
• The second scenario, the observers evaluate the video stream over
multichannels, using our proposed technique, where one sub-frame is missing
and then reconstructed.
• The third scenario, the observers evaluate the video stream over
multichannels using our technique where three sub-frames are missing and
then reconstructed.
The results of the scenario where two sub-frames are missing from the
original frame are not included as the results have been reported by [16]. The
snapshot for the reconstructions of the missing sub-frames based on the above
scenarios and the scenario in [16] to the videos frames, Akiyo, Foreman,
News, and Waterfall are shown in Figure 7, 8, 9, and 10 respectively. Figure
11 and 12; show the comparison test for the video content (VC) and for
different dropping rates percentage, where the centre and span of each
horizontal bar indicate the mean score and the 95% confidence interval,
respectively.
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Figure 7: Snapshot of Akiyo video frame number 140.

Figure 8: Snapshot of Foreman video frame number 140.
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Figure 9: Snapshot of News video frame number 140.

Figure 10: Snapshot of Waterfall video frame number 140.
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a. Light drop rate.

b. Medium drop rate.
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c. High drop rate.

Figure 11: The MOS comparison between scenario 1 and 2 and for different
video contents under different frame dropping rates.
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a. Light drop rate.

b. Medium drop rate.
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c. High drop rate.

Figure 12: The MOS comparison between scenario 1 and 3 and for different
video contents under different frame dropping rates.

In the first scenario it can be clearly seen that the observer manages to
identify the dropping frames and the frozen picture, where the MOS is lower
than 3.5 for the light dropping rate based on the five–level quality scale ranks.
For medium and high dropping rate the MOS is lower than 3, due to the
higher percentage of the frame dropping rate, in which the viewer easily
notices the frozen picture.
In the second scenario, the MOS is larger than 3 for the light and medium
dropping rate percentage. While for the high dropping rate percentage the
MOS is larger than 3 except the News streaming video is larger than 2.5 as
shown in Figure 11, due to the effect of percentage of the sub-frame lost and
the reconstruction mechanism as shown in Figure 9(b).
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In the third scenario, the MOS is larger than 3 for the light, medium and
high dropping rate percentage, except the News streaming video is larger than
2.5 as shown in Figure 12, due to the effect of percentage of the sub-frame
lost and the reconstruction mechanism as shown in Figure 9(d).
It can be observed that the video presented to the viewers resulted in a wide
range of perceptual quality ratings for both experiments, as shown in Figure
11 and 12 respectively. In general, we observe that our proposed technique in
all cases have a higher MOS that the frozen picture technique. Therefore, we
conclude that our proposed technique is a satisfactory technique to eliminate
the freezing frames when streaming videos over unreliable network.

4.6

Conclusion

In this work we proposed a technique to address the frozen picture problem
when streaming videos over mobile network. A frame splitting mechanism
splits each video frame into four sub-frames. The sub-frames then streamed
over MIMO architecture. The sub-frames are joined together in the mobile
device, and a reconstruction mechanism is applied to the available sub-frames
to return the frame to its normal shape; when there are missing sub-frames.
Our evaluation is based on the human opinion using subjective evaluations
based on the mean opinion score (MOS). The results show that there is a
significant performance improvement for video smoothness under different
frame drop rates over a wireless network as compared to the traditional
techniques.
We conclude that our proposed technique appears to provide a promising
direction for eliminating the freezing picture problem for the mobile device
viewers and for real time transmission under high frame loss rates. However,
the quality of the receiving video is degraded.
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Sub-Frame Crossing for Streaming Video
over Wireless Networks
Hussein Muzahim Aziz, Håkan Grahn, and Lars Lundberg

Abstract
Transmitting a real time video streaming over a wireless network cannot
guarantee that all the frames could be received by the mobile devices. The
characteristics of a wireless network in terms of the available bandwidth,
frame delay, and frame losses cannot be known in advanced. In this work, we
propose a new mechanism for streaming video over a wireless channel. The
proposed mechanism prevents freezing frames in the mobile devices. This is
done by splitting the video frame in two sub-frames and combines them with
another sub-frame from different sequence position in the streaming video. In
case of lost or dropped frame, there is still a possibility that another half (subframe) will be received by the mobile device. The receiving sub-frames will
be reconstructed to its original shape. A rate adaptation mechanism will be
also highlight in this work. We show that server can skip up to 50% of the
sub-frames and we can still be able to reconstruct the receiving sub-frame and
eliminate the freezing picture in the mobile device.

Keywords
Streaming video; wireless network; frame splitting; sub-frame crossing; subframe merging; rate adaptation.
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5.1

Introduction

Mobile cellular networks provide freedom to the mobile users for calling
and receiving calls anywhere and at any time while the mobile users are on
the move. Streaming technology delivers video frame over a network from the
server to the client in real time. Streaming video is the classical technique for
achieving smooth playback of video directly over the network without
downloading the entire file before playing the video [1]-[3]. Streaming video
requires high reliability with a low bounded jitter (i.e. variation of delays) and
reasonably high transmission rate [4].
Real-time video streaming requires a steady flow of information and
delivery of frame packets according to their deadline; wireless radio networks
have difficulties to provide such reliable service [5]. However, the
transmission errors in forms of packet delay, jitter (packet inter-arrival
variations), and packet loss can have major impact on the end user experience.
This is particularly true in a cellular network environment where the channel
condition can vary dramatically due to fading and other network effects [6].
Bandwidth is one of the most critical resources in wireless networks, and
thus, the available bandwidth of wireless networks should be managed in an
efficient manner [7]. Therefore the transmission rate of streaming video
should be reduced according to the bandwidth of the communication networks
[8][9]. Network adaptation refers to how many network resources (e.g.,
bandwidth) a video stream should utilize for video content, resulting in
designing an adaptive streaming mechanism for video transmission [10]. To
stream video, it is desirable to adjust the transmission rate according to the
perceived congestion level in the wireless network to maintain a suitable loss
level and fairly shared bandwidth with other connections. Furthermore, it’s
favourable for the streaming video to be aware of the transmission level in the
wireless channel in order to obtain good streaming quality by appropriate
error protection.
Aziz et al. [11], present a mechanism to split the video frame into two subframes and transmit it over two wireless channels in a cellular network. After
the two video streams have been received by the mobile device, a checking
procedure will used to identify the missing sub-frames. The checking
procedure is needed to identify the missing sub-frame and to reconstruct the
available sub-frame. The reconstruct mechanism is based on taking the
average of the neighbouring pixels to replace the missing sub-frame to get
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fully frame shape, but the main limitation for their work is transmitting each
video frame over two wireless channels.
To overcome the transmission of each frame over two wireless channels, a
sub-frame crossing mechanism is proposed based on frame splitting
mechanism in [11]. It will split the frame in two sub-frames, and combine the
sub-frame with another sub-frame from a different sequence position and
transmitted as a single frame over a single wireless channel. In case of frame
losses or frames corruption from the streaming video, there is still a
possibility that one of the sub-frame will be received by the mobile device.
The receiving sub-frame will be reconstructed to its full frame shape.

5.2

The Proposed Technique

Mobile video streaming is characterized by low resolutions and low bit
rates. The bit rates are limited by the capacity of UMTS radio bearer and the
restricted processing power of mobile terminals. The commonly used
resolutions are Quarter Common Intermediate Format (QCIF, 176x144 pixels)
for cell phones [12]. Mobile real time application like video streaming suffers
from high loss rates over the wireless network [13] and the effect of that the
mobile users may notice some sudden stop during the playing video, the
picture is momentarily frozen. Frozen pictures could occur if the video frames
have been delayed or been dropped.
The proposed mechanism is based on the way of packetizing the video
frame and transmitted over a single wireless channel and this can be done by
splitting the video frame into two sub-frames based on the pixel splitting
technique [11] to create two sub-frames out of each frame, where one subframe contains the even pixels and another contains the odd pixels as shown
in Fig. 1[11].
The mobile client’s request the connection to the server, the server will start
streaming by splitting each frame into two sub-frames which will be queued
in different buffers according to the frames sequence number and to its
contains.
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Figure1: Frame split.

Figure 2: Streaming crossing sub-frames over wireless channels.

Figure 3: Receiving the streaming sub-frames crossing in the mobile device.

Figure 4: Reconstruct frame.
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In this study, we will assume that the transmission rate is 30 frames/second.
The first 15 frames (f 1, f 2, f 3, …,f15) will be queued in two buffers and each
buffer will hold 15 sub-frames as an example Buffer A´ = (f ´ 1, f ´2, f ´3, …, f ´15) ,
A´´ = (f ´´ 1, f ´´2, f ´´3, …,f ´´15), while the next 15 frames (f 16, f 17, f 18, …,f30) will
also be queued in two buffers as B´ = (f ´ 16, f ´17, f ´18, …, f ´30), B´´ = (f ´´ 16, f ´´17, f
´´
´´
18, …,f 30), as shown in Fig. 2.
The crossing mechanism between two sub-frames from different buffers
and from different sequence position will be combined with each other and
will create as a normal frame and as an example {(f ´1, f ´´16), (f ´2, f ´´17),… … …
, (f ´14, f ´´29), (f ´15, f ´´30), (f ´16, f ´´1), …, (f ´29, f ´´14), (f ´30, f ´´15)}.
This will be applied to the entire video frame and will be transmitted over a
single channel. The reason behind that, if there is a lost or dropped frame from
the streaming video, the effect will be on two sub-frames from two different
frames that are in different positions from the streaming sequence.
After each frame has been received by the mobile device a splitting frame
technique will applied. The sub-frames will be hold in different buffers and
according to the way they have been split at the server side as shown in Figure
3. The sub-frame will distributed to the relevant buffers and a combination of
the sub-frames according to their sequence will be considered with buffers
switching to create frame sequences of the stream.
A frame checking sequence will take place after the combination between
the sub-frames that are related to the original frame. A checking procedure
will used to check the availability of the sub-frames, as an example, the first
check frame sequence (CFS), will check whether the both sub- frames that are
related to the same frame are available or not. If both of them are available
then a join mechanism will be applied to return the frame to its original. In the
case when there is a network interruption, e.g., if the sub-frames are corrupted
and will be unreadable by the decoder or the sub-frames are dropped, the
second CFS will check if there is at least one sub-frame available or not.
If it’s not available then we considered that the frame is dropped from the
frame sequence. If there is at least on sub-frame are available, the
reconstruction of the sub-frame will take place in the mobile device by taken
the average of the neighbouring pixel to replace the missing pixel and to get
the normal frame shape and play it on the mobile screen with acceptable
quality level, as shown in Figure 4 [11]. While the experimental study for the
sub-frame crossing mechanism has been tested according to International
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Telecommunication Union (ITU-R) [14] and under different network
condition and for different motion video and we get similar results as in [11].

5.3

Rate Adaption

Rate adaptation for streaming video is regarded as a necessary mechanism
in order to handle the network conditions, and fluctuations of available
network bandwidth. During the interactive mode, the server rate is adapted to
the requirement of the available bandwidth in the wireless network.
The adaption rate for the sub-frame crossing mechanism should be
considered carefully to avoid skipping the sub-frames that belonging to the
same video frame and with the consideration of the network bandwidth and
network interruption to the streaming video. This can be done by not
considering the combination of the two sub-frame and transmitting only one
half of the frame (any sub-frame) to the mobile device and according to the
following percentages:
•

10% adjustment: we will skip every 5th sub-frames from buffer
′
.

′

and

•

25% adjustment: we will skip every even sub-frames from buffer
′
.

′

and

•

50% adjustment: we will skip all the sub-frames from buffer

′

and

′

.

The rate adaptation mechanism is needed to adjust the transmission rate
based on the congestion level. The server will adjust the transmission rate by
skipping the sub-frames that are not related to each other and the skipping rate
limits shouldn’t cross 50% from streaming video to avoid discarding the subframes that are related to the same video frame.

5.4

Discussion and Conclusions

The high error rate and network congestion raises a number of challenging
issues for streaming video over unreliable wireless network. Such issues
include techniques to ensure a continuous display at the mobile device in spite
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of errors in the received video. For wireless networks in particular, the
available channel bandwidth varies with time that can potentially result in lost
frames or frames arriving much later than its deadline, resulting in garbled
frame.
Sub-frame crossing mechanism is proposed to distribute the sub-frames in
different positions in the streaming sequence by combine it with another subframes. The idea behind that is to avoid losing the complete frame and allow
at least half of the frame (sub-frame) to be received by the mobile device.
The proposed mechanism is based on the limitation on [11], where the
analysis comparison between the two scenarios is presented in Table 1.The
proposed mechanism is based on packetizing the video frames and transmitted
over a single channel. The extra implement delay time is needed for the subframe to merge with another sub-frame from different position in the server
with the amount of time is needed in the mobile device to combine the subframe to the original frame shape is 1 second. While the discard frames rates
should be limited to 50% from the amount of transmission rate been streamed
from the server.

Table 1: Implementation comparison

Proposed In [11]
No. of
Channel(s)
Overhead
Extra Delay
Time
Implementation

1

2

Normal

Double

1 Sec.

2 Sec.

Streaming the sub-frame over tow channels scenario [11] will increase the
overhead to double; while the implementation delay time been applied is 2
seconds. Implementing the delay time is to avoid the transmission of the same
sub-frame at the same time under the same network condition and this will
minimize the effects on the same frame.
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While the combination between sub-frames will take place after the mobile
devices start receiving the same amount of sub-frames from both channels.
While the main strength is that if the amount of skipped frames are high it’s
still there is a possibilities that we could reconstruct the missing sub-frame.
Our proposed mechanism appears to provides a promising direction for
eliminating the freezing picture in the mobile screen, that been caused by the
missing frames from the streaming sequence. Adjusting the amount of frames
to be transmitted according to the changes in the bandwidth is highly needed
to reduce the amount of frames that needs to be send to the mobile device
under congested network. However, the quality of the receiving video is
degraded.
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CHAPTER SIX
Eliminating the Effect of Freezing Frames
on User Perceptive by Using a Time
Interleaving Technique

Hussein Muzahim Aziz, Markus Fiedler, Håkan Grahn, and
Lars Lundberg

Abstract
Streaming video over a wireless network faces several challenges such as
high packet error rates, bandwidth variations, and delay, which could have
negative effects on the video streaming and the viewer will perceive a frozen
picture for certain duration due to the loss of frames. In this work, we propose
a Time Interleaving Robust Streaming (TIRS) technique to significantly
reduce the frozen video problem and provide a satisfactory quality for the
mobile viewer. This is done by reordering the streaming video frames as
groups of even and odd frames. The idea of streaming the video in this way is
to avoid the losses of a sequence of neighbouring frames in case of long
sequence interruption. We evaluate our approach by using a user panel and
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) measurements; where the users can observe three
levels of interruption to the video stream. The results show that our technique
significantly improves the smoothness of the video on the mobile device in
the presence of frames losses over unreliable network while the transmitted
data is only increased up to 9 % (due to reduced time locality).

Keywords
Streaming video; frozen pictures,interleaving; switching frames; MOS.
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6.1

Introduction

With the rapid development of video coding and wireless communication
technologies, video streaming becomes very popular to mobile users (Jianhua
and Jianfei, 2005). The H.264/AVC coding standard as has been introduced
to achieve high compression. H.264/AVC is a lossy video compression
system that removes subjective redundancy, i.e. elements of the video
sequence that can be removed without significantly affecting the viewer’s
quality (Richardson, 2003).
The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a transport protocol often used for
streaming video. UDP does not guarantee packet delivery; the receiver needs
to rely on another protocol like Real Time Protocol (RTP) to detect packet
loss (Dapeng et al., 2001). RTP is a standard protocol used over UDP for
streaming videos and it is designed to provide end-to-end transport functions
for supporting real-time applications. When the network is congested, the
UDP sender continues to send packets at a constant rate resulting in a number
of unavoidable losses. As a result, these packet losses between the video
sender and the receiver significantly degrade the quality of the received video
(Argyriou and Madisetti, 2005).
Real time video streaming is particularly sensitive to frame losses and delay
while the video frames must arrive at the mobile device before its playout
time with enough time to decode and display the contents of the video frame
(Cranley and Davis, 2007). The available bandwidth in a wireless channel
varies with time, and that can potentially result in lost packets or packets
arriving much later than needed or temporary loss of communication, called
outage (Apostolopoulos, 2001; Schierl et al., 2005).
Outage could occur to the mobile device for a creation period of time
results of that the receiver buffer will be leak out of data at a constant rate. If
the buffer runs out of packets, the playout of the video will be interrupted
until the buffer starts receiving new packets that can guarantee enough video
frames to display it on the mobile screen (Lei et al., 2007). Too long outage
(e.g. several seconds) will result in user dissatisfaction; therefore outages
should be maintained at an acceptable level to satisfy the Quality of Service
(QoS) (Lei et al., 2007; Mancuso et al., 2004). Even a low amount of frame
losses can result in a severe degradation of quality as perceived by the users
(Szymanski and Gilbert, 2009; Lo et al., 2005). Streaming video over
wireless networks with high error rates will affect the video quality and the
viewer perceives frozen pictures for a certain duration followed by a more or
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less abrupt change in the picture content due to frame losses (Ong et al., 2009;
Quan and Ghanbari, 2008).
In order to handle this problem the Time Interleaving Robust Streaming
(TIRS) approach is proposed in this work. The purpose of TIRS is to
eliminate the frozen pictures by avoiding a sequence of neighbouring frames
to be lost and allowing at least every second frames to be present in the
mobile device. TIRS is applied before the video stream is compressed by the
H.264 encoder. The H.264 will compress the video by removing
(subjectively) redundant data. Compress the video stream H.264 benefits from
time locality, i.e. the difference between two adjacent frames is often
relatively small.
In case of interleaving the relative difference between two adjacent frames
in the video stream will increase, thus reducing time locality and increasing
the amount of the data needed to represent the video. Therefore the size of the
streaming video may increase due to interleaving. Consequently, interleaving
will enhances the user perceived quality by reducing the problem with frozen
pictures, but on the other hand it will increase the amount of transmitted data
since the time locality is reduced.
Due to interleaving, adjacent frames in the original video will not arrive at
the receiver after one and other, i.e. there is a time delay between the arrivals
of adjacent frames. Therefore, the frames will be stored in a buffer at the
receiver side before they can be played out to the display in the original order.
In this case we need to introduce extra delay time for interleaving purpose.
In this paper we quantify the gain in user perceived quality caused by
interleaving frames for video transmission over wireless channels with
potential frame losses. We quantify the increased sized of the data
representing the video due to reduced time locality. The buffer technique will
on average handle network outages that are longer than the jitter buffer at the
receiver side.

6.2

Background and Related Work

Frame interleaving is used in video streaming to reduce the effects of a
sequence of frame losses. The sender reorders the frames before transmitting
them to the receiver, so that originally adjacent frames are separated by a
distance that may vary over time. Interleaving will reduce the effect of frame
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losses by dispersing the occurrence of errors in the original stream (Chen et
al., 2004; Nafaa et al., 2008; Claypool and Zhu, 2003).
Cai and Chen (Cai and Chen, 2001) proposed an interleaving approach to
improve the performance of video streaming over unreliable networks. The
interleaving is applied to the compressed bitstream before the channel coding.
The channel coding used was Reed-Solomon to generate channel coded block
symbols and transmit these blocks over the network with the consideration of
packet losses which will cause interruption at the receiving side. The packet
loss may cause damages on a channel coding block so that the error recovery
capability of the channel coding may be exceeded. The authors proposed the
forward error correction (FEC) based pre-interleaving error control scheme
for video streaming over unreliable networks. They declare that the proposed
pre-interleaving greatly improved the performance of video streaming with
the packet losses on ATM networks.
Schierl et al. (Schierl et al., 2005) presented a streaming system that utilizes
the interleaved transmission for real-time H.264/AVC video and audio in
wireless environments. In their approach they consider the audio to be the
highest priority. The interleaved transmission is carried out by using priority
based scheduling (PBS) with client feedback about the current fill level of
each priority class in the client buffer and for retransmission on the link layer
for different error rates.
The error control protocol for robust MPEG-4 video multicast over wireless
channels, called unequal interleaved forward error correction (FEC) is
proposed by Nafaa et al. (Nafaa et al., 2004) that can be done by combining
the best features of MPEG-4 data partitioning, FEC, and interleaving
techniques. The adaptive FEC transmission based on efficient feedback for 1to-n multicast communication scenario is also considered in their study.
Tsai et al. (Tsai et al., 2009) proposed a technique to disperse the burst
losses to different FEC blocks. When sending the data packets of FEC blocks
over multiple paths, the proposed technique changes the transmission order of
FEC blocks and sends them using path interleaving. The receiver has a packet
buffer to absorb the impact of packet disordering. The path interleaving aims
at striping two or more FEC blocks to multiple paths in order to share the
burst packet losses into different blocks.
The above authors used a feedback technique and retransmission
mechanisms for error recovery for the lost packets, the retransmission to the
lost packets will increase the server overhead of fetching the needed frames
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from the storage and sending them to the mobile client over the wireless
network. The overhead will be on the server side as well as on the wireless
network and will depend on the network condition and the amount of packets
has lost. Therefore we proposed the TIRS technique to avoid the use of
feedback technique and retransmission mechanism.

6.3

Interleaving Distance Algorithm

Claypool and Zhu (Claypool and Zhu, 2003) proposed a video interleaving
as a repair technique to ameliorate the effect of frame losses from the
streaming video. They re-sequence the video frames in the video stream at the
sender side, and stream them through the wireless network to the receiver
side. They proposed an interleaving distance algorithm (IDA) to the recorded
television program before it is encoded by using MPEG-1 and the decoding
tools was used is Berkeley MPEG-2 player. In their work, the IDA for 2 and 5
is chosen, as 2 for short distance interleaving and 5 for long distance
interleaving to distribute a big gap in the stream caused by the consecutive
loss or propagated loss will be spread out into several small gaps.
The Group of Pictures (GOP) length (Claypool and Zhu, 2003) is used as a
basis for their interleaving technique. This mean that for a GOP length for 2
distance interleaving of 9 frames per GOP (used in their paper), they would
first encode the first 9 even frames (2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18) in the original
video, and then they will encode and transmit the first 9 odd frames
(1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17) in the video. After that they will continue with frames
20,22,24,26,28,30,32,34,36 and then frames 19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35, and
so on. The same mechanism is applied for 5 distance interleaving of 9 frames
per GOP.
The available bandwidth of wireless networks should be managed in an
efficient manner. In Section 6 we investigate the code size of the IDA for the
streaming video that been compressed by H.264 encoder by applying the IDA
distance for 2, 3, 4, and 5 to the video frames sequence, as shown in Figure 1.
The number of frames are consider is 30 frames per seconds, where the
amount of frames in each interleaving distance is equal to each other’s within
the same group except the interleaving distance 4 as shown in Figure 1 (d),
where the amount of first odd are 8 frames followed by 8 even frames
followed by 7 odd followed by 7 even frames and so on.
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The interleaving mechanism is used to change the frame positions in the
frames sequence based on the IDA before it is compressed and streamed over
the wireless network. This can be done by splitting the video frames in the
streaming server and compress them by using an H.264 encoder. The numbers
of buffers needed to hold the split frames is equal to the number of
interleaving distance. If the interleaving distance is N, where N = 2,3,4,5 ,
then the number of buffers needed is N for the server and for the client as
well, as shown in Figure 2.
Frames in the video sequence will be split according to the interleaving
distance N. If N= 3, as shown in Figure 1 (c), the frames will be forwarded to
3 different buffers. The first
buffer will hold the frames number
1,4,7,10,13,16,19… , the second buffer will hold the frames number
2,5,8,11,14,17,20…, and the third buffer will hold the frames number
3,6,9,12,15,18,21… . The switching between buffers will take place to create
the new frames order in the streaming video and send it to the H.264 ffmpeg
encoder (ffmpeg.org) for compression.
In the normal situation, the mobile device will start receiving the video
frames sequence then it will be decoded and played on the screen. For the
interleaving situation the frames will arrive in different positions according to
the IDA order. When the mobile devices start receiving the interleaving
stream video, the video will decode the incoming frames by H.264 ffmpeg
decoder (ffmpeg.org) and the frames will be split according to the IDA that
are applied in the streaming server. The receiving frames will forward to the
buffers that are related and a switching mechanism between buffers will
applied to return the streaming sequence to its original position order as
shown in Figure 2.
The latency time for playing the video will be different and based on the
distance number are used, as the waiting time will be ((N-1)/N) * Ts, where N
is the interleaving distance, and Ts is the time in seconds. As an example, if
we assume that the IDA is 3 then the interleaving time with the waiting time
to start playback the video is 0.67 second given a video with 30 frames per
second (see Figure 1 (c)). We can observe from that the more the interleaving
distances are applied the more waiting time is needed to start playback the
receiving frames by the mobile device.
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30 frames

a.

Original sequence

15 frames

b.

15 frames

Interleaving distance 2

10 frames

10 frames

c.

8 frames

6 frames

Interleaving distance 3

8 frames

d.

7 frames

7 frames

Interleaving distance 4

6 frames

e.

10 frames

6 frames

6 frames

6 frames

Interleaving distance 5

Figure 1: Frame sequences with different interleaving distances for 30 frames.
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The reconstruction approach (Liu and Claypool, 2000) used to recover the
lost frames is based on repeating the previous consecutive frame. Their
reconstruction approach is done before the transmission, the encoder will
generate two version of compressed frames, one with high quality (primary
frame) and the another one with low quality (secondary frame). If the primary
frames are received successfully then the decoder will discard the secondary
frame. If the primary frame is lost the decoder will wait for the next package
that carries the secondary frame to extract. When both the primary and the
secondary frame are lost then the frame cannot be repaired.
The main limitation in their work is that if the primary frame is lost a delay
could occurs for waiting for the secondary frame to be extracted and played at
the main time the jitter buffer will be underflow. While the overhead will be
increased and depend on the percentage of the redundancy are been
implemented. Another important limitation on their work is that if there is a
long sequences of frames are lost in case of outage then a sequence of frames
of primary and secondary frames will be not be available in the decoder and
the user will experience a frozen pictures. Therefore a Time Interleaving
Robust Streaming (TIRS) technique is proposed in this work to overcome the
limitation in above and to stream the video frames without transmitting any
redundancy frames.

Figure 2: Streaming video as IDA over wireless network.
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6.4 Time Interleaving Robust Streaming
In this section, we propose a Time Interleaving Robust Streaming (TIRS)
technique to stream the video frames. The idea behind the TIRS technique is
to avoid frozen pictures in the mobile screen over unreliable network. This
can be done by streaming the video as a group of even and odd frames. The
TIRS will be applied before the video has been encoded and compressed by
the H.264 encoder and in this study the time interleaving (Δt) is considered
for 1, 2 and 3 seconds. The TIRS can be implemented for different
interleaving times to distribute the big lost of frames on different positions in
the streaming sequence and to avoid a sequence of interruption to the
streaming video.
In following example the Δt = 1s. The mechanism is applied by splitting
the frames to even frames follow by odd frames and if we assume that the
number of frames 30 frames/second and we refer to it as a frame group (FG),
where Fe and Fo are groups of even and odd frames belonging to the same FG
as shown in Figure 3.
The second stage is to create the streaming video based on the interleaving
technique, where the even and odd frames will be grouped and distributed in
different position in the streaming sequence. The distribution mechanism is
depending on the system design either Fe followed by Fo or Fo followed by
Fe.
The even frames (Fe) from FG-1 and FG-2 will be grouped and streamed
followed by a sequence of odd frames (Fo) from FG-1, FG-2, FG-3 and FG-4,
and followed by a sequence of even frames (Fe) from FG-3, FG-4, FG-5 and
FG-6 and so on, and as shown in Figure 4.
The reason why we send 4 groups of odd frames instead of 2 groups is that
we want to minimize the reduction of time redundancy. This will increase the
compression rate when using H.264.
The proposed TIRS technique is taking place in the streaming server, where
the sequence of groups of even and odd frames is split and queued in two
different buffers, where the even buffer contains the Fe’s frames and the odd
buffer contains the Fo’s frames.
To implement the TIRS technique, a switching between buffers is used to
switch between groups of even and odd frames according to the time
interleaving parameters been set and before its been encoded by H.264
encoder after that, the time interleaving streaming sequence will then be
streamed through the wireless network as shown in Figure 5. When the
mobile device starts receiving the streaming video, the H.264 decoder will
decode the video and the frames will be split into even and odd frames and
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forwarded to two buffers. The even buffer will hold the even frames, while
the odd buffer will held the odd frames.
The even frames will be delayed by Δt waiting for the odd frames to arrive
to the odd buffer. The number of frames that has arrived to the even buffer is
V= Δt.R, where R is the number of frames per second received by the buffer.
Fig 6 (a) shows how the frames are stored in the even buffer, and Fig 6 (b)
shows the odd buffers. At time Δt the playout of the video starts. Fig 6 (a)
and (b) show that after the initial startup, i.e after time Δt, the sum of the
number of frames in the two buffers is always V.

a.

b.

Original stream

Frames interleaving within the same FG, which is similar to the IDA technique

Figure 3: Video streaming sequence.
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Figure 4: The proposed TIRS technique, where Δt = 1s.

Figure 5: Streaming video using TIRS over wireless networks.
The check frame sequence (CFS) will be used to check the missing frames
from the streaming video (Aziz et al., 2010). If there is a missing frame a
reconstruction mechanism will be applied to create the missing frame based
on linear interpolation between the next and previous frames (Peng et al.,
2005).
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6.5

The Effect of Losses on the Interleaving Frames

Streaming video over unreliable network could have a significant effect on
the video quality, especially when there is a consecutive sequence of frames
lost. Mobile device employ playback buffers where video frames are stored
before being displayed.
The playback of a video starts when there are available frames in the
buffer, in the TIRS case compensate for the delay due to frame group (FG)
interleaving. Interleaving has the advantage that we can use frame
interpolations to tolerate loss of frame sequences up to a certain length. By
using long interleaving intervals (e.g. Δt =2s instead of Δt =1s) we can
obviously tolerate loss of longer frame group sequences, which going to be
helpful in the case of outages. On the other hand, long interleaving intervals
means that the delay due to buffering gets longer, which is a disadvantage in
many cases, e.g. when looking at live events and when changing from one
channel to another when watching TV. Consequently, we would like to have
short buffer delays while at the same time being able to tolerate losses of long
frames sequence (long outages).
Figure 6 (c) shows f(t) which is the maximum outage length that we can
handle at time t given that no frames outside of the outage are lost; t = 0
marks the start of the video. The delay buffer due to frame interleaving in as
described in Fig 4, Δt =1s. This means that the video will be shown at the
receiver at least at Δt after it has been transmitted from the sender. The sender
will start by sending even frames based on the value of Δt and then it will
send odd frames for 2Δt and then even frames for 2Δt, and then odd frames
for Δt, and so on.
• If the outage starts at t = 0 until Δt, then all the even frames are lost and if
the odd frames are received by the mobile device (assuming that no additional
frames are lost), then the lost even frames can be recreated by interpolating
the odd frames from Δt to 2Δt.
• If the outage starts at Δt until 2Δt, then the lost odd frames can be recreated
by interpolating the receiving even frames from 0 to Δt.
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c.

a.

Buffer receiving the even frames

b.

Buffer receiving the odd frames

The effect of frame losses on the interleaving stream

Figure 6: The buffering behaviour corresponding to the frame types and
frame lost.
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• If the outage starts at t = 0 until 1.5Δt, then the outage duration is longer
than Δt and in this case we are facing a frozen video.
We can observed from that, if the outage occur in the initial of the
streaming video and its greater than Δt, then we will face a frozen video but if
the outage occurs between Δt and 2Δt then there is possibility to interpolate
the missing frames. If the outage is occurs between two interval as an example
between the second half between Δt to 2Δt and the first half between 2Δt and
4Δt and its greater than Δt in this case we will face a frozen picture.

6.6

The Effect of Interleaving on the File Streaming Size

Compressing the video frames based on IDA and TIRS technique by using
H.264 ffmpeg encoder (ffmpeg.org) will affect the amount of redundancy to
be removed. As the video frame positions are changed and similar
redundancies are transmitted which lead to increase the size of the video
stream for both techniques.
The IDA and TIRS techniques have been applied on the video test
sequences Akiyo, Foreman, News, and Waterfall (trace.eas.asu.edu), with a
transmission rate of 30 frames per second, and each of 10 seconds duration
with QCIF (176×144 pixels) resolutions. The chosen videos are well known
as professional test sequence. The chosen videos have different characteristics
and different motions. Therefore the sizes of the interleaving stream are
expected to be different from one video to another.

6.6.1 The Effect of IDA on the File Streaming Size
Implementing the interleaving distance algorithm (IDA) to the video frames
and compressed by H.264 ffmpeg encoder will affect the redundancy to be
removed. The frames position are changed according to the chosen distance
algorithm 2,3,4, or 5, where similar redundancy is transmitted several times
which lead to increase the size of the video.
As shown in Table 1, the sizes of the compressed videos clips are increased
differently for different interleaving distances. The reason for this is that the
frames are moved to different scene positions which affects the time
redundancy and thus also the ability to compress the video using H.264.
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For the Foreman video clip, the size is increased less than the rest of the
testing videos as the Forman clip is based on two main scenes. The 1st scene
where Foreman moving his head and pointing to the construction side, while
the 2nd scene is more constant all the time. Therefore, the frames will be
within the two main scenes, where the 2nd scene is less motion than the first
one and therefore the size of the video is not that much effected.
Table 1: The compressed video size (bytes) and the number of packets for
IDA.

Videos
Original
No. of packets
IDA-2
No. of packets
Increase
IDA-3
No. of packets
Increase
IDA-4
No. of packets
Increase
IDA-5
No. of packets
Increase

Akiyo
2886120
1961
3112270
2114
7.8%
3240352
2201
12.2%
3314786
2252
14.8%
3329254
2262
15.3%

Foreman
7151874
4859
7356044
4997
2.8%
7419332
5040
3.7%
7432886
5049
3.9%
7406416
5032
3.5%

News
4115786
2796
4478530
3042
8.8%
4648352
3158
12.9%
4735802
3217
15.0%
4716468
3204
14.5%

Waterfall
6679052
4537
7283722
4947
9.0%
7482042
5083
12.0%
7622492
5178
14.1%
7627336
5182
14.2%

6.6.2 The Effect of TIRS on the File Streaming Size
The study of the effect of different time interleaving on the streaming file
size, where the value of Δt are considered is 1, 2 and 3 seconds. For Δt = 1
second interleaving the initial stream is based on streaming the even frames
from 2 groups, followed by odd frames from 4 groups and so on as been
shown in Figure 4. For Δt = 2 second interleaving the initial stream is based
on streaming the even frames from 4 groups followed by odd frames from 8
groups and so on, while for Δt =3 seconds interleaving the initial stream is
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based on streaming the even numbers from 6 groups followed by odd frames
from 12 groups and so on.
The Δt = 1, 2 and 3 seconds interleaving been applied before it been
compressed by H.264 ffmpeg encoder (ffmpeg.org), and the sizes of the
compressed videos clips are increased differently and for different
interleaving time than the original clip as shown in Table 2.
The size of the test videos are slightly increased due to the change of the
frames positions, as the group of sequence frames are moved from one
different scene to another. The data of the moved frame is different from the
new scene, therefore the H.264 ffmpeg encoder will compress extra redundant
data for a group of frames that are moved from their original scene position to
different one.
Where the changes in the streaming file size for the three interleaving time
are mostly similar to each other except the News clips as the 2 second
interleaving show less increases in the streaming size this due to the
movement of the group of frames to a position where there is similar data and
the encoder will remove more redundant data than the others.
Table 2: The compressed video size (bytes) and the number of packets for
TIRS.
Videos
Original
No. of packets
Δt=1
No. of packets
Increase
Δt=2
No. of packets
Increase
Δt=3
No. of packets
Increase

Akiyo
2886120
1961
3124282
2122
8.2%
3122252
2121
8.1%
3121174
2120
8.1%

Foreman
7151874
4859
7365602
5004
2.9%
7379988
5013
3.1%
7364790
5003
2.9%
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News
4115786
2796
4498224
3056
9.2%
4261158
2895
3.5%
4491916
3052
9.1%

Waterfall
6679052
4537
7237768
4916
8.3%
7238698
4918
8.3%
7234486
4915
8.3%
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6.7

Comparison between IDA and TIRS Technique

The compressed size of the video stream will be increased when
implementing the IDA and the TIRS technique. The increases of the video
size will be different from one video to another and based on the moving
position of the frames.
For the IDA, the compressed size of the video will increase as the
interleaving distance is increased, the frames could possible move between
surrounding frames that have different data. The compressed sizes of our
proposed TIRS technique will increase slightly and depend on the group
movement.
For short interleaving e.g. IDA-2 and Δt =1s in TIRS the size increase is
more or less the same for IDA and TIRS. For long interleaving, that can
handle long outages, e.g. IDA-5 and Δt =3s in TIRS, the size increase is
longer in IDA.
The numbers of buffers are needed for the IDA will depend on the number
of distance interleaving (N) that are considered in the system design. While
for the TIRS approach we only used 2 buffers, therefore our proposed
approach will reduce the complexity in the interleaving process.
The initial waiting time for playback the video for IDA is increased as the
interleaving distance (N) is increases, while for our proposed TIRS approach
the waiting time will dependent on the duration of the interleaving time, as
more the duration time as more the waiting time is going to be to playback the
video on the mobile device.
The outage length that can be tolerate by using IDA its less than TIRS, as
TIRS can handle the outage length based on the time interleaving duration as
higher the value of Δt as longer the outage length can be tolerate.

6.8

Subjective Viewing Test

6.8.1 Testing Methods
It is well known that peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) does not always
rank quality of an image or video sequence in the same way as a human being.
There are many other factors considered by the human visual system and the
brain (Martinez-Rach et al. 2007).
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One of the most reliable ways to assess the quality of a video is subjective
evaluation using the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). MOS is a subjective quality
metric obtained from a panel of human observers. It has been regarded for
many years as the most reliable form of user perceived quality measurements
(Martinez-Rach et al. 2008).
The MOS measurements are used to evaluate the video quality in this study
and follow the guidelines outlined in the BT.500-11 recommendation of the
radio communication sector of the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU-R). The score grades in this method are ranged from 0 to 100 which are
mapped to the quality ratings on the 5-grade discrete category scale labelled
with Excellent (5), Good (4), Fair (3), Poor (2) and Bad (1). The physical lab,
with controlled lighting and set-up, conforms to the ITU-R recommendation
(ITU-R, 2002).
The subjective experiment has been conducted at Blekinge Institute of
Technology in Sweden. The users observed the video clip with frozen picture
and the proposed TIRS technique, with the participation of 30 non-expert test
subjects, 26 males and 4 females. They were all university staff and students
and within an age range from 23 to 37.
6.8.2 Testing Materials and Environments
The study is done by coding the video test sequences Akiyo, Foreman,
News, and Waterfall (trace.eas.asu.edu), and compressed the video by using
the H.264 ffmpeg codec (ffmpeg.org) for the proposed interleaving technique.
The chosen videos are coded as 25 frames/second with a resolution of 176 x
144. The transmission rate is 30 frames/second and the number of frames
transmitted is 1800.
The outage duration time are set for this study is 650, 1300 and 2000
milliseconds for short, medium, and long respectively. The video sequences
are shown on a 17 inch EIZO FlexScan S2201W LCD computer display
monitor with a native resolution of 1680 x 1050 pixels. The video sequences
for the frozen and the proposed technique are displayed with a resolution of
176 x 144 pixels in the centre of the screen with a black background with a
duration of 60 seconds for each video sequence.
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6.9

Experimental Results

The video quality is subject to the personal opinion; where the quality of
service improvements for video transmission has the only goal to satisfy the
average human watching the contents of the video stream. For the frozen
technique, the observer evaluates the video stream, where the effect of the
frozen pictures on the video streaming based on the missing frames due to the
lost packets during the outage case. While for the proposed TIRS technique,
the observers evaluate the video based on Δt =1 second, where the missing
frames been constructed based on the surrounding frames. Therefore the
interpolation between the available surrounding frames will be applied to
create the missing frames in the mobile devices.
The data are gathered from the two subjective experiment groups and are
based on the mean opinion scores rating from Excellent to Bad that have been
given by the individual viewers for evaluating each video clip. A concise
representation of the data can be achieved by calculating conventional
statistics such as the average, standard deviation, mean score and 95%
confidence interval, of the related distribution of scores. The statistical
analysis of the data from the subjective experiments reflects the fact that
perceived quality is a subjective measure and has been described statistically
as shown in Figure 8 and Table 3, where the statistical data analysis for the
user’s evaluation for different videos contents (VC) and for two techniques.
For the frozen technique it can be clearly seen that the observers manages
to identify the frozen pictures in the testing video. For the short handover
time, the MOS is lower than 3 for the testing videos except the Akiyo testing
video is lower than 3.5 corresponding to the five-level quality scale ranks,
where Akiyo video is less motion than the rest of the testing video. For
medium and long handover time, the MOS is lower than 3, due to the higher
percentage of the missing frames, which the viewer easily notice the frozen
pictures.
The MOS for our proposed TIRS technique, it is show that the observer
rank the video test larger than 3 for the short handover time, except the Akiyo
video is larger than 3.5.
For medium and long handover time, the MOS is larger than 3 for the
testing video except the News video is larger than 2.5 as shown in Figure 8
(b), (c), due to the effect of the reconstruction mechanism for higher frames
been missing in the decoder, which can easily been notice by the observers.
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The rating scores for the user evaluation and according to the rating
category scales that been given, where r denote the vector of the number of
ratings in each category provided by the users in a certain experiment, i.e., r =
[rBad(1), rPoor(2), rFair(3), rGood(4), rExcellent(5)]. For each anticipated loss ratio l, we
obtain one vector of ratings rl without taking advantage of interleaving, and a
corresponding vector rl,TIRS when using the TIRS method. The difference
vector Δr = rl,TIRS – rl illustrates the change of the numbers of user rankings
per category: if Δri < 0, then the number of corresponding user ratings in
category i has decreased when employing the TIRS technique, and vice versa.
If TIRS yielded an improvement, one would actually expect a decrease in the
number of negative rankings (ΔrBad(1) ≤ 0, ΔrPoor(2) ≤ 0) and on the other hand
a growth in the number of positive rankings (ΔrGood(4) ≥ 0, ΔrExcellent(5) ≥ 0). A
negative staple means that the corresponding ranking has diminished, while a
positive staple means that there are high rankings as compared to the frozen
technique as showing in Figure 9. As been shown clearly that the number of
observers rating our proposed TIRS techniques higher than frozen techniques
and for each category, the rating goes under zero, indicate that the observer
give high rating for the Bad (1) and Poor (2) category for frozen technique,
while the rating goes upper than zero, indicate that the observer give high
rating for Good (4) and Excellent (5) for our TIRS technique and low for the
frozen technique. Figure 8 shows that the biggest change due to the TIRS
technique are in the categories Poor (2) and Good (4), whereas the change in
the categories Bad (1) and Excellent (5) is more limited.
It can be observed from that the videos presented to the viewers resulted in
a wide range of perceptual quality ratings indeed for both experiments. When
we analyse their scores we feel that our proposed TIRS technique is a
satisfactory mechanism to distribute the missing frames in the streaming video
to eliminate the frozen pictures with the reconstruction to the missing frames
and provide a smooth video in the mobile screen.

6.10 Conclusions
Wireless network transmission errors in forms of frame losses could have a
major impact on the end user experience of real time video streaming. A Time
Interleaving Robust Streaming (TIRS) technique is proposed to minimize the
effect of the outage time on the frames sequence. Streaming the video frames
according to the TIRS technique makes it possible to achieve this and to avoid
a sequence of consecutive video frames to be lost during the transmission.
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The advantage of TIRS is that the lost of the frame sequences will spread
out on the streaming video with the ability to be reconstructed at the receiver
side. This means that if 30 consecutive frames are lost we do not get a 1
second freezing (assuming 30 frames/second); as 30 frames are distributed to
2 frame groups related to another 2 receiving groups. Because of this, the lost
frames where can be interpolated by using the surrounding frames. The
disadvantage of interleaving is that the size of the video stream is increased
slightly (less than 10%).
Our analysis based on user panel tests and showed that there is a significant
performance improvement for video smoothness for different outage time.

a. MOS for short outage
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b. MOS for medium outage time.

c. MOS for long outage time.

Figure 8: The MOS for different videos content and for different outage time.
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Table 3: The statistical data analysis for different videos and for different
outage time.
a. Statistical data analysis for short outage time.
Frozen Technique
Proposed Video
Akiyo Foreman News Waterfall Akiyo Foreman News Waterfall
2,70
2,27
2,27
2,27
3,87
3,57
3,67
3,70
Avg
0,65
0,52
0,45
0,52
0,97
0,90
0,66
0,92
StD
24%
23%
20%
23%
25%
25%
18%
25%
CoV
8,5%
7,4%
8,5%
9,3%
9,4%
6,7%
9,3%
95 % CI 9,0%

b. Statistical data analysis for medium outage time.
Frozen Technique
Proposed Video
Akiyo Foreman News Waterfall Akiyo Foreman News Waterfall
2,40
2,20
2,03
2,17
3,63
3,40
3,13
3,63
Avg
0,56
0,48
0,61
0,53
1,07
0,97
0,97
0,96
StD
23%
22%
30%
24%
29%
29%
31%
26%
CoV
8,1%
11,2%
9,1%
11,0%
10,6% 11,5%
9,8%
95 % CI 8,7%

c. Statistical data analysis long outage time.
Frozen Technique
Proposed Video
Akiyo Foreman News Waterfall Akiyo Foreman News Waterfall
2,00
2,03
1,93
2,10
3,43
3,30
2,87
3,37
Avg
0,59
0,56
0,58
0,55
0,97
0,92
0,90
0,96
StD
30%
28%
30%
26%
28%
28%
31%
28%
CoV
9,8%
10,5%
10,4% 11,7% 10,6%
95 % CI 11,0% 10,3% 11,2%
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Figure 9: Difference of number of user ratio per category when employing
the TIRS Technique and for different outage time.
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Real time video streaming over wireless network is an increasingly important and attractive service to the mobile users. Video streaming
involves a large amount of data to be transmitted in real time, while wireless channel conditions may vary from time to time. It is hard
to guarantee a reliable transmission over the
wireless network, where the parameters specifying the transmissions are; bandwidth, packet
loss, packet delays, and outage times. The quality of the video is affected negatively when
network packets are lost, and the mobile users
may notice some sudden stop during the video
playing; the picture is momentarily frozen, followed by a jump from one scene to a totally
different one
The main objective of this thesis is to provide
a smooth video playback in the mobile device
over unreliable networks with a satisfactory
video quality. Three different techniques are
proposed to achieve this goal. The first technique will stream duplicate gray scale frames

over multichannels, if there is lost frames in
one channel it can be recovered from another
channel. In the second technique, each video
frame will be split into sub-frames. The splitted
sub-frames will be streamed over multichannels. If there is a missing sub-frame during the
transmission a reconstruction mechanism will
be applied in the mobile device to recreate the
missing sub-frames. In the third technique, we
propose a time interleaving robust streaming
(TIRS) technique to stream the video frames
in different order. The benefit of that is to avoid the losses of a sequence of neighbouring
frames. A missing frame from the streaming
video will be reconstructed based on the surrounding frames.
The mean opinion score (MOS) metric is
used to evaluate the video quality. The experienced quality of a video is subject to the personal opinion, which is the only goal to satisfy
the average human watching the contents of
the video.
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